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Abstract 
This study(The role of the Weran Group in the Postmodern Kurdish Poetry) 
deals with selecting and embodying the experience of postmodernism in the 
courage Group depending on the method of form description –practice.At 
first, this study explains the Group theoretically in some aspects. Later, it 
tackles the deviation customs of journalism and the structure of the language 
of poetry by the courage Group. The experience of the group of ''Courage'' 
focuses more on techniques and topography in the postmodern poetry. 
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Abstract 

 

Title of this research is (Fantasy in “Xazalnus u Baxakany Xayal” by 
Baxtiar Ali). The research is made up of two parts: first part is theoretical in 
which concept, term and definition of fantasy are discussed through Tzvetan 
Todorov’s perspective. Moreover, types of personality and fanciful creatures 
are also talked about. Second part is practical in which fantasy and types of 
fanciful human beings in the novel of (Xazalnus u Baxakany Xayal) are 
shed light on. Afterward, the conclusions which the researcher reached at 
are demonstrated. The most significant conclusion is that when a character 
in the mentioned novel has a fantasy which cannot be brought about in real 
life, then that fantasy will depart from the character as an self-governing 
human being and bring about the fantasy in a metaphysical realm. 
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Abstract 
Mohammed Sadiq Sharafkandi 

Life and Political Struggle (١٩٩٢-١٩٣٨) 
(A Historical and Political Study) 

 
This paper studies the life and political struggle of Mohammed Sadiq 

Sharafkandi (Dr. Saeed) who as a politician in the Kurdish freedom 
movement in the Eastern Kurdistan, and among the members of the 
Democratic Party of Iranian Kurdistan (KDPI) continued his political 
struggle for ١٩ years. 

This study is made up of four parts. First part is about birth and growth 
of Mohammed Sadiq Sharafkandi, covering family history, childhood years 
and education life. Second part talks about his political struggle life starting 
with the beginning of his membership of the KDPI from ١٩٧٣ to ١٩٨٩. 
Third part studies his political struggle years in leading KDPI in ١٩٨٩ to 
١٩٩٢. Fourth part is about his political struggle on the international level 
and his assassination in ١٧/٠٩/١٩٩٢. 

In writing this paper, the researcher relied on historical research method, 
providing facts according to historical timeline, and analysis. Below are the 
most significant findings of the study:  

Thinking about Kurdish struggle and his passion for the Kurdish case, he 
became a member of KDPI. Because of strong personality, ability and 
talents, he was promoted and reached the political bureau. He had many 
responsibilities in the party and was successful till he become secretary 
general of KDPI.  

Assassination of Sharafkandi was a great loss for KDPI: besides losing a 
competent leader, KDPI didn’t learn from the assassination of Dr. Qasmloo 
and got a heavy loss over the period of three years. Carelessness for his life 
and security was another factor. 
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The Babies 
A religion movement or a social-political: 

Even if the background of “Babya” movement refers back to “Shekhia” 
school, it’s social root stems back to the conditions of Iran’s society at that 
time. Because of wealth hegemony of the European countries and the arrival 
of the Moderate Waves, the classical society and feudal of the medieval 
ages were torn out. “Babya” movement had some targets; standing against 
the dominant religion and overcoming (changing) it, Political purpose; 
changing political regime (Ghajar (s)) and social goal witch was running 
social programs. 

Despite of holding a religious perspective, in it’s core, it had social and 
political demands. 
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Abstract 

 
Social Consequences of Anfal 

(Field research of remained women of IV Anfal) 
 

Saddam regime made much Genocide in many ways, but anfal is one of 
the most planed and organized processes. This had many effects such as 
psychological, social, economic and political on the Kurdish society in 
general and the women specially. Anfal raised and remained even after the 
fall of Saddam's regime and it leads to shake many of the elements of the 
Kurdish community, including: Hunger, disease, loss of properties and land, 
migration and displacement to other areas and neighboring countries, the 
loss of the family members and changes the family’s structure and function. 
Women were more affected by these processes and they are suffering every 
day and with every Remembrance Day of anfal. The key question in this 
research is; what are the Anfal’s social consequences on women? What are 
the economic and social impacts of the Kurdish Anfal’s family? The 
importance of this study are shown in the following points: I the discussion 
on the subject of the Anfal and types of genocide of Kurds have a theoretical 
importance, so it left many social, psychological and political influences. II 
the practical importance for this research is trying to discover a big part of 
social result of anfal on Kurdish women. 

The targets of the study are summarized as: I Determine a large part of 
the social consequences caused by the Anfal operations and faced by 
Kurdish women. II Focusing on the genocides effect on the situation of 
Kurdish family and women especially the researcher take an (20) interview 
with women who are suffering by anfal, took a sample of the study area 
(bnaslawa & daratuo). And after collecting the information, the researcher 
reached the following conclusions: I Anfal is a kind of genocide, special 
extermination and vary with other types of operations genocide. II Anfal 
raised many social effects, such as (disintegration of the family, increasing 
unemployment, housing problem, increase single women and orphan 
children. IIV changing the role of Kurdish women, increasing women's 
responsibilities, women's struggle to physical, psychological, social and in 
most cases, sexual violence and being raped, increasing the number of 
widows, difficult social adjustment). The researcher’s recommendations: 



 

treatment of psychological side of women through psychotherapy. Women 
with this case must take more care in education side, so that they can make 
an active role for social development. For every remembrance day of anfal it 
must take assurance of her role such a great personality hold all of the 
problems that she exposed in anfal and educate individuals on that the anfal 
is not only extermination process, but we must take into account the role of 
Kurdish women and her determination in dealing with this nation issue.  
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Abstract 

 
The Reality of Sufism between supporters and opponents 

 
Islamic Sufism which based on the real the Quran and Sunnah is 

representing a true Islamic Sufism. A question may rise up which saying: 
why this controversy around among people between supporters and 
opponents? Perhaps many who do not deserve the honor of this membership 
they have a lot of wrong practices away from the Quran and Sunnah. 

 This research is a tempting to clarify this misunderstanding through two 
sections:- 
In the first section: discussing Sufism according to its supporters and real 
followers such as great scholars: Alghazali, Ibnu Taimiyyah, and Ibnu 
Qaiyyim Al-Jawziyyah. 

In the second section - show the opinion of the opponents of Islamic 
Sufism, and discussing their evidence. 

In conclusion, the researchers are trying to help those who search for the 
truth of Islamic Sufism by showing the real and concert evidences from 
Quran and Sunnah.  
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Abstract 
Family atypical causes and solutions from an Islamic perspective 
 

 This research aims to revealing the facts about what the family has obtained 
of Confusion about modern concepts released by Westerners on the family, 
and to clarify the concept of family atypical outside of right frame of social 
relations between human beings, and reached significant results, including: 
that the family human need must exist, and the need for this human being 
able to take him to the factors of socialization, and transfer of customs and 
values, traditions and cultural heritage of one generation to another, and a 
feeling of belonging to a community. And atypical family, the term outsider 
Muslim communities, and its objective is legalize homosexuality and 
immorality in the form of the family, giving All the same rights, and 
destroing of the Muslim family. and we came out with recommendations to 
enhance the status of the fungal family in our Muslim society, by urging the 
need to hold more conferences and collective workshops, to illustrate the 
danger against contemporary Muslim family, and to encourage the nation's 
scholars, Imams and preachers work togather to explain that social 
phenomena of the people and the statement of reality, for people to know 
more about it. 
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Summary of the Research
Connection and Separation in Mutannabi’s Poetry 

A study in the Sociology of Literature 
 
Al Mutannabi (b.354 AH) is considered the most hesitating Poet in his 

relation with others, as soon as he contacts with any one of the poets, he 
starts praising his deeds and immortalizes his poetry, and soon he separates 
from him- blaming or satirizing him- and seeking someone else. As a result 
of his nonconformity with his social environment and his failure in 
achieving his objectives, he isolated himself from his society 
psychologically, mentally and sociologically. He satirizes his people and 
times and thus he chose a special style in his interaction with others and 
separation from others, these were the bases of almost all Al Mutannabi’s 
poetry; he rendered his poetry as a looking glass through which he views 
and looks at life; he called for revolution against the political and 
sociological situations and exposed the defects of his own society like 
oppression, poverty, envy, Ignorance. He referred to these defects within the 
moral sociological instructions in his poetry, through which he could portray 
his society grieves and problems in a very accurate portrait leaving after him 
a type of poetry that still echoes strongly in the reading ears. 
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(1) http://www.un.org/arabic/docs/viewdoc.asp?docnumber=S/RES/688 
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ABSTRACT 
Thebodies exercising the operation of controlling thepublic finance in 

the region are numerous. What matters us inthis study is thecontrolof 
independent boards. This study attempts to provide an image depicting the 
impact of the independent boards on executing the publicbudget in the 
KRGlegislationby the board of financial Super audit. Thestudy has tackled 
the most importantauthority's.jurisdictions and the forms of control 
possessed by the board of financial super auditunderitslow no. (2) in 2008 to 
exercise theirrole of control,attempting at diagnosing the points of 
weaknesses from this low suffer ,since they are deemed to be the 
independent control bodies inKRG concerned with fighting the phenomenon 
of administrative and financial corruption in KRG and maintain the public 
finance. 
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 _ .528* .043  

 _ .567* .028  

 _ .158 .573 

 _ .516* .049  

 _ .541* .037  

 _ -.423 .116  

 _ -.216 .440  

 _ -.056 .842  

 _ -.122 .664  

 _ .394 .146  

 _ -.025 .930  

 _ .141 .616  

 _ .401 .138  

 _ .251 .367  

 _ .043 .879  

 _ -.194 .487  

 _ .105 .710  

 _ .290 .294  
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

a. Listwise N=15 
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C Β F R2 

_ 
 

t(1.48)
Sig(163) 


t(2.241) 

Sig(43)* 

5.021
Sig(43)* 27.9 

_
38050.59 
t(0.678)
Sig() 

296.46
t(2. 497) 

Sig(28)* 

6.147
Sig()* 32.1 

_ 
43607.64
t(0.173)

Sig(865) 

1165.05
t(2.169) 

Sig()* 


Sig()* 

 

_ 
32298.32
t(0.685)

Sig(505) 

232.855
t(2.317) 

Sig(37)* 

5.367
Sig(37)* 29.2 

*Sig. ≤ 0.05
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Summary 
Impact Recurrence of Drought Phenomenon on the Desertification 

and Agricultural Production in Erbil Governorate 
 

 The research to clarify the relationship between the recurrence of drought 
phenomenon and desertification ,with a statement impact a recurrence of 
drought phenomenon on Agricultural production in Erbil governorate. 
We,re used Pearson correlation coefficient (ssps.v18) and also has been used 
Mosher Rain gauge (SPI). To indicate the relationship 
between the rates of rainfall and the variables of the study. 

 And research found that the nature of the relationship between the 
variables 
 of the study is a positive relationship and it limited to only winter crops, 
particularly wheat and barley. Affects recurrence of droughts phenomenon 
negatively winter 
vegetable production, in terms of cultivated areas , lower Production 
volumes 
and rates of productivity dunam. 
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Abstract 
The military messages in Bangi Haq newspaper 
Bangi Haq was the first kurdish newspaper issued by military 

movement. Generally it devoted most of its articles to military command 
and orders from Shiekh Mamhmud for his various military units. On the 
other hand it asked and encouraged kurds to support Peshmarga forces as 
well as by offering and supply foods and other necessary stuffs for military 
actions in that time. Hence, we find out the necessity and the impact of that 
newspaper (Bangi Haq).  

The importance of this research is to introduce and analyses to Bangi 
Haq according to its article contents. The idea to doing this research comes 
from this spot. As well as the research's aim is to explore and confirming of 
Bangi Haq newspaper origins and its military messages. 

The necessity for analysis and the research issue enables the researcher 
to follow the Metod descriptive  - Content analysis for his research.  

Generally, the research has find out this results: 
1. The military messages and command were parallel and suitable with 

political and military and social situation on that period. 
2. The writing languages of military commands and messages are quite 

similar with the spoken languages which were used in that time. 
3. The newspaper language which are used to describe military 

messages are embodied the developed journalism level in that time. 
4. Finding out the criticism articles about the bad situation of kurdish 

people in term of politics, economic, social...etc. 
5. The military orders such as (qadamly ozbashy, qumandan, qomisar... 

Etc) were used in that time period. 
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T/Y = f(X1,X2,X3,X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,X9,X10)
TY = B0+B1X1+B2X2+B3X3+B4X4+B5X5- 
 B6X6+B7X7+B8X8+B9X9+B10X10 
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Stepwise - Regression





2012-1988


T  Y = 132.582 + 0.829*LnX3 - 7.789*LnX8
t-test (4.399) (2.652) (-4.355) 
R2 = (%63.2) R-2= (57.1) 
F= 10.319 D.W = 1.658 

rxixj 
X8 X3  
0.187 1.00 Pearson Correlation 
0.372  Sig. (2-tailed) 
25 25 N 

X3 

1.00 0.187 Pearson Correlation 
 0.372 Sig. (2-tailed) 

25 25 N 
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2000 38.01 
2001 29.40 
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2003 16.46 
2004 14.25 
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2006 6.72 
2007 5.49 
2008 3.69 
2009 3.27 
2010 2.80 
2011 2.30 
2012 1.45 
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Regression 
_ALL(Enter)    

Variables Entered/Removedb 

Model Variables 
Entered 

Variables 
Removed Method 

 1 

lnx10, lnx5, lnx8, 
lnx3, lnx2, lnx9, 
lnx4, lnx1, lnx6, 

lnx7a 

. Enter 

a. All requested variables entered. 

b. Dependent Variable: Y 

 
Model Summaryb 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Durbin-
Watson 

 1 .968a .938 .781 .95023 1.838 
a. Predictors: (Constant), lnx10, lnx5, lnx8, lnx3, lnx2, lnx9, lnx4, lnx1, lnx6, lnx7 

b. Dependent Variable: Y 

 
ANOVAb 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Regression 54.212 10 5.421 6.004 .049a 

Residual 3.612 4 .903   1 
Total 57.824 14    

a. Predictors: (Constant), lnx10, lnx5, lnx8, lnx3, lnx2, lnx9, lnx4, lnx1, lnx6, lnx7 

b. Dependent Variable: Y 



 

 
Coefficientsa 

Unstandardized Coefficients Collinearity Statistics Model 
B Std. Error 

t Sig. 
Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) -207.262 226.643 -.914 .412   

lnx1 4.574 3.129 1.462 .218 .015 68.177 
lnx2 -.162 .599 -.271 .800 .356 2.813 
lnx3 .072 .657 .109 .919 .103 9.716 
lnx4 1.369 2.323 .590 .587 .051 19.469 
lnx5 .333 1.355 .246 .818 .089 11.181 
lnx6 4.253 1.712 2.483 .068 .003 291.288 
lnx7 -5.752 1.896 -3.034 .039 .003 366.783 
lnx8 13.110 14.242 .921 .409 .007 139.529 
lnx9 -1.809 1.765 -1.025 .363 .052 19.206 

1 

lnx10 -.112 .549 -.203 .849 .229 4.363 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

 
Regress

ion 
Stepwis

e 

   

Variables Entered/Removeda 

Model Variables Entered Variables Removed Method 

1 lnx8 . 
Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-

enter <=.050, Probability-of-F-to-remove 
>=.100).  

2 lnx3 . 
Stepwise (Criteria: Probability-of-F-to-

enter <=.050, Probability-of-F-to-remove 
>=.100). 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 

 
Model Summaryc 

Model R R Square Adjusted R 
Square 

Std. Error of 
the Estimate 

Durbin-
Watson 

1 .646a .417 .372 1.61058  
 

2 .795b .632 .571 1.33105 1.658 

a. Predictors: (Constant), lnx8 

b. Predictors: (Constant), lnx8, lnx3 

c. Dependent Variable: Y 



 

 
ANOVAc 

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 24.102 1 24.102 9.292 .009a 
Residual 33.722 13 2.594   1 
Total 57.824 14    
Regression 36.563 2 18.282 10.319 .002b 

Residual 21.260 12 1.772   2 

Total 57.824 14    
a. Predictors: (Constant), lnx8 

b. Predictors: (Constant), lnx8, lnx3 

c. Dependent Variable: Y 

 
Coefficientsa 

Unstandardized Coefficients Collinearity Statistics 
Model 

B Std. Error 
t Sig. Toleranc

e VIF 

(Constant) 108.988 34.844 3.128 .008   1 
lnx8 -6.229 2.044 -3.048 .009 1.000 1.000 

(Constant) 132.582 30.140 4.399 .001   
lnx8 -7.787 1.788 -4.355 .001 .892 1.121 2 
lnx3 .829 .313 2.652 .021 .892 1.121 

a. Dependent Variable: Y 
 


Correlations 

 X3 X8 
Pearson Correlation 1 .187 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .372 X3 
N 25 25 

Pearson Correlation .187 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .372  X8 

N 25 25 
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Summary 

Measure and analyze the determinants of Taxable Capacity in Iraq For 
the period (1988-2012)



That the introduction Concept Taxable Capacity is one of the basic 
indicators and important in the study of the tax structure and its 
determinants, and is pursuing this research this path, it represents an attempt 
to estimate and measure the determinants of Taxable Capacity in Iraq for the 
period (1988 - 2012), for the purpose of identifying the extent of the 
efficiency of the performance of the tax system, and its ability to mobilize 
the necessary resources to the process of economic development on the one 
hand and feeding the state budget on the other.  

The importance of research in that of the most fundamental challenges 
facing the issues of domestic resource mobilization necessary to achieve 
economic development , is the Taxable Capacity and work to increase to 
higher levels than it is due to I said on the one hand and the large Lost them 
on the other hand , as an alternative economical in the activation of 
investment activity. The problem lies in the search to identify and estimate 
the economic determinants of Taxable Capacity that prevent the 
achievement of the optimum level of tax burden in Iraq for the period under 
study. It also assumed that there is a search of internal and external 
determinants , varied negatively impact the college and positively on the 
Taxable Capacity in Iraq.  

The research aims to identify the most important determinants of the 
Taxable Capacity and determine the impact of these trends on the 
determinants of Taxable Capacity in Iraq for the period under study. And 
the method was used analytical approach in the writing of this research, as 
well as the standard model is applied to the Iraqi economy during the study 
period.  
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0.59 8.02 6.88 10.87 0.66 8.06    
-

0.49 
2.20 1.20 2.70 0.25 2.19    

-
0.87 

36.00 0.00 54.00 6.94 35.91  
 

 

0.24 8.00 0.00 22.00 4.84 7.99  
 

 

         







 

 
 


 


 


 

  


 

 

0.70  7.41 11.00 0.88 8.62    
0.67  1.10 2.05 0. 1.50    
0.04  15.00 35.00 6.01 26.32  

 
 

0.85  19.00 133.00 24.78 58.85    
 1.40 1.20 2.18 0.26 1.50    





 









































 










 

 
 

   

 5.96 2.79 55.72 22.39 1.02 

 6.03 2.77 55.06 21.91 1.06 

 6.1 2.75 54.4 21.43 1.1 

 6.17 2.73 53.74 20.95 1.14 

 6.24 2.71 53.08 20.47 1.18 

 6.31 2.69 52.42 19.99 1.22 

 6.38 2.67 51.76 19.51 1.26 

 6.45 2.65 51.1 19.03 1.3 

 6.52 2.63 50.44 18.55 1.34 

 6.59 2.61 49.78 18.07 1.38 

 6.66 2.59 49.12 17.59 1.42 

 6.73 2.57 48.46 17.11 1.46 

 6.8 2.55 47.8 16.63 1.5 

 6.87 2.53 47.14 16.15 1.54 

 6.94 2.51 46.48 15.67 1.58 

 7.01 2.49 45.82 15.19 1.62 

 7.08 2.47 45.16 14.71 1.66 

 7.15 2.45 44.5 14.23 1.7 

 7.22 2.43 43.84 13.75 1.74 

 7.29 2.41 43.18 13.27 1.78 

 7.36 2.39 42.52 12.79 1.82 

 7.43 2.37 41.86 12.31 1.86 



 

 7.5 2.35 41.2 11.83 1.9 

 7.57 2.33 40.54 11.35 1.94 

 7.64 2.31 39.88 10.87 1.98 

 7.71 2.29 39.22 10.39 2.02 

 7.78 2.27 38.56 9.91 2.06 

 7.85 2.25 37.9 9.43 2.1 

 7.92 2.23 37.24 8.95 2.14 

 7.99 2.21 36.58 8.47 2.18 

 8.06 2.19 35.92 7.99 2.22 

 8.13 2.17 35.26 7.51 2.26 

 8.2 2.15 34.6 7.03 2.3 

 8.27 2.13 33.94 6.55 2.34 

 8.34 2.11 33.28 6.07 2.38 

 8.41 2.09 32.62 5.59 2.42 

 8.48 2.07 31.96 5.11 2.46 

 8.55 2.05 31.3 4.63 2.5 

 8.62 2.03 30.64 4.15 2.54 

 8.69 2.01 29.98 3.67 2.58 

 8.76 1.99 29.32 3.19 2.62 

 8.83 1.97 28.66 2.71 2.66 

 8.9 1.95 28 2.23 2.7 

 8.97 1.93 27.34 1.75 2.74 

 9.04 1.91 26.68 1.27 2.78 

 9.11 1.89 26.02 0.79 2.82 

 9.18 1.87 25.36 0.31 2.86 

 9.25 1.85 24.7 -0.17 2.9 

 9.32 1.83 24.04 -0.65 2.94 

 9.39 1.81 23.38 -1.13 2.98 

 9.46 1.79 22.72 -1.61 3.02 

 9.53 1.77 22.06 -2.09 3.06 



 

 9.6 1.75 21.4 -2.57 3.1 

 9.67 1.73 20.74 -3.05 3.14 

 9.74 1.71 20.08 -3.53 3.18 

 9.81 1.69 19.42 -4.01 3.22 

 9.88 1.67 18.76 -4.49 3.26 

 9.95 1.65 18.1 -4.97 3.3 

 10.02 1.63 17.44 -5.45 3.34 

 10.09 1.61 16.78 -5.93 3.38 

 10.16 1.59 16.12 -6.41 3.42 
 


 

 
 


 


 

 



0.72 133.25 44.32 2.1 5.98  
0.746 130.77 43.72 2.08 6.068  
0.772 128.29 43.12 2.06 6.156  
0.798 125.81 42.52 2.04 6.244  
0.824 123.33 41.92 2.02 6.332  
0.85 120.85 41.32 2.00 6.42  
0.876 118.37 40.72 1.98 6.5  
0.902 115.89 40.12 1.96 6.  
0.928 113.41 39.52 1.94 6.68  
0.954 110.93 38.92 1.92 6.77  
0.98 108.45 38.32 1.9 6.86  
1.006 105.97 37.72 1.88 6.9  
1.032 103.49 37.12 1.86 7.0  
1.058 101.01 36.52 1.84 7.12  
1.084 98.53 35.92 1.82 7.21  



 

1.11 96.05 35.32 1.8 7.3  
1.136 93.57 34.72 1.78 7.3  
1.162 91.09 34.12 1.76 7.4  
1.188 88.61 33.52 1.74 7.56  
1.214 86.13 32.92 1.72 7.65  
1.24 83.65 32.32 1.7 7.74  
1.266 81.17 31.72 1.68 7.8  
1.292 78.69 31.12 1.66 7.9  
1.318 76.21 30.52 1.64 8.00  
1.344 73.73 29.92 1.62 8.09  
1.37 71.25 29.32 1.6 8.18  
1.396 68.77 28.72 1.58 8.2  
1.422 66.29 28.12 1.56 8.3  
1.448 63.81 27.52 1.54 8.44  
1.474 61.33 26.92 1.52 8.53  
1.5 58.85 26.32 1.5 8.62  

1.526 56.37 25.72 1.48 8.7  
1.552 53.89 25.12 1.46 8.  
1.578 51.41 24.52 1.44 8.88  
1.604 48.93 23.92 1.42 8.97  
1.63 46.45 23.32 1.4 9.06  
1.656 43.97 22.72 1.38 9.1  
1.682 41.49 22.12 1.36 9.2  
1.708 39.01 21.52 1.34 9.32  
1.734 36.53 20.92 1.32 9.41  
1.76 34.05 20.32 1.3 9.5  
1.786 31.57 19.72 1.28 9.5  
1.812 29.09 19.12 1.26 9.6  
1.838 26.61 18.52 1.24 9.76  
1.864 24.13 17.92 1.22 9.85  



 

1.89 21.65 17.32 1.2 9.94  
1.916 19.17 16.72 1.18 10.0  
1.942 16.69 16.12 1.16 10.1  
1.968 14.21 15.52 1.14 10.20  
1.994 11.73 14.92 1.12 10.29  
2.02 9.25 14.32 1.1 10.38  
2.046 6.77 13.72 1.08 10.4  
2.072 4.29 13.12 1.06 10.5  
2.098 1.81 12.52 1.04 10.64  
2.124 -0.67 11.92 1.02 10.73  
2.15 -3.15 11.32 1.00 10.82  
2.176 -5.63 10.72 0.98 10.9  
2.202 -8.11 10.12 0.96 10.99  
2.228 -10.59 9.52 0.94 11.08  
2.254 -13.07 8.92 0.92 11.17  
2.28 -15.55 8.32 0.9 11.26  
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Determining degrees and levels of physical variables in standardized to 

accept students in the College of Physical Education, University of 
Sulaimani 

 
The research aims to the following: First - determine degrees and levels 

of standard variables physical for students applying for admission to the 
School of Physical Education, University of Sulaymani, secondly - to 
determine degrees and levels of standard variables physical female 
applicants for admission to the School of Physical Education, University of 
Sulaymani, either research method has researchers used the approach 
descriptive style standard rates, while the data-collection methods were 
adopted researchers on physical tests approved in the acceptance of male 
and female students, as follows (Test ran 60 m and 50 m students to stand, 
jump, broad stability, sit, lie down, within 60 sec, drag the horizontal bar 
during (1) minute for students, and the attachment of the students, the 
students ran the 540 meters and ran the 400-meter students.) After applying 
the tests and get grades of crude has been converted to a modified standard 
degree and then determining the levels of standard, was the adoption of the 
following statistical methods: the arithmetic mean, standard deviation, 
median, coefficient of sprainsT.score, the percentage.  

 The reach researchers to several conclusions, including the following: 
first - was reached grading standard modified variables physical sample of 
students, secondly - was reached grading standard modified variables 
physical sample of students, thirdly - appeared greater level of a sample of 
students in Speed transition within the acceptable level.  

The researchers recommended the following: first - the adoption of 
standards and levels of standard tests surveyed for the research sample of 
students when evaluating students applying for admission to the colleges of 
physical education in the province of Sulaymani, secondly - the adoption of 
standards and levels of standard tests surveyed for the research sample of 
students when evaluating students applying for admission to the colleges of 
Physical Education in the province of Sulaymani. 
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Juan. In order for him to give details of their incorrigible behavior in a form
of a story, he used the ottava rima as a form of poetry that consists of
stanzas with eight or nine or eleven lines. That is why, Byron’s Don Juan
mirrored the reflection of society’s true colors.

.,

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
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ABSTRACT
Lord Byron is considered one of the major Romantic writers that

England has ever witnessed. Although he descended from an aristocratic
family, Byron became notorious and his reputation was tarnished as a result
of his love affairs with men and women. What made him furious was the
way his society enjoyed disseminating hypocrisy, corruption, gossips, social
injustice and insincerity. All these vices kept roaming around until he could
not bear it any longer. Eventually, he left England for good, but his
departure gave him food for thought. He exposed his society’s vices and
their follies through his work. In this research, hypothesis and the discussion
focus on Byron’s use of the Romantic Irony to build a narrative poem that
represents the actual life of his society in his mock-epic poem entitled Don
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because proving otherwise is going to assert the fact that his view on society
is completely hypocritical. Therefore, he has his narrator at the end to speak:

If any person should presume to assert
This story not moral, first I pray…
That they’ll read it over again.
(Lines: 1501-1504)
This is considered to be one of the final ironic lines because Bryon was

certain that his society will view this poem as immoral and nihilistic. Byron
simply took the vices of everyday people, and he wrote satire about them.
By using humor, her points out what is wrong with society and what can be
done to make an improvement. What has been misinterpreted in the past
was Byron’s denunciation of hypocrisy which has marked his poem and
himself as well. For that reason, he was accused of nihilism and immorality.
He maintains that it is the most moral of poems. However, if people refuse
to discover the moral part, it is their fault, not his. Satirically, Byron writes:

If, after all, there should be some so blind
To their own good his warning to despise,…
Not to believe my verse and their own eyes,
And cry that they “moral cannot find”
I tell him, if a clergyman, he lies.
(Lines: 1658-1663)
Thus, in the previous sections, the analysis proves that Byron focuses on

appearance and reality to show the gap between the outward morality and
actual immorality, in the century that missed heroism mostly. This is the
real backbone of the Romantic Irony running through Byron’s Don Juan,
Canto I.

CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that Byron made use of the Romantic Irony to

expose the real, true and hypocritical nature of mankind in general and his
society in particular. It appears that their incurable behavior of saying one
thing yet doing otherwise was what he disliked most and what he exactly
wanted to picture out for others to behold. Also, Byron suffered a lot in his
lifetime in England because of the gossips and the social injustices of his
society that simply pushed him to self-imposed exile. That is why, he
recognized the satirical and ironic-epic of his poem to the point that he
continued working on it until his death.
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Juan and Julia are twenty years of age, and are sexually attracted to each
other. However, due to Juan’s restrictive upbringing, he is quite unaware of
his disturbing and baffling feelings he has for her. As for Julia, who is a
married woman, the moment she looked at Juan, her world was toppled
over. She does not know what has become of her. She feels as if she were
enchanted by his extraordinary good-looking that dragged her away from
the materialistic world she was in. She immediately felt that her “love is
taught hypocrisy from youth” (line: 575). She cannot do anything but to pray
for help to the “Virgin Mary for her grace, / As being the judge of a lady’s
case” (Lines: 599-600). What it does not make sense here for Byron is that
she turns to religion for help instead of relying on herself to overcome
temptation. Juan tries his best to get the hang of his feelings but to no avail.
Moreover, he resorts to books for the purpose of understanding them but
again with nothing. What Byron sees sexuality as an important part of
human nature. It becomes wholly unnatural if one denies these inborn
instincts.

The Pleasant scandal which arose next day,
The nine days’ wonder which was brought to light,
And how Alfonso sued for a divorce,
Were in the English newspaper, of course.
(Lines: 1501-1504)
When Juan and Julia sleeps together, her husband, Alfonso, discovers

them, bringing a bunch of people with him inside their room. It is
unfathomable to see a husband react this way just to expose his wife to the
public without taking into consideration his personal reputation as a
husband. The whole idea lies in the fact that if something bad happens
publicly, the whole society will be busy condemning others for whose fault
was it and vice versa. To corroborate is to bring an example of Alfonso,
who had an affair with Donna Inez privately. He is capable of exposing his
wife’s infidelity when he committed the exact sin. Byron shows how Julia’s
scandal was a pleasant event for society can take utmost enjoyment in
knowing that in the newspaper.

Because Juan has been so ill-educated, Donna Inez decides to send him
away to “Mend his former morals, or get new, / especially in France or
Italy” (Line: 1523). What nobody understands is how Juan is considered to
be immoral if he has no knowledge of what is moral. As for what becomes
of Julia is yet another ironic part of this canto. She is sent to a nunnery more
or less like a prison to pray for her atonement and to amend for what she has
committed. Byron has expected criticism on the immorality of his poem
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Of fifty and such husbands are in plenty,
And yet, I think, instead of such a one,
Twere better to have two–and–twenty
(Lines: 490-495)
In those lines, the social injustice is strongly emphasized. It shows both

Donna Julia and the effect of the social injustice upon young women. As the
story unfolds, Donna Julia is married to someone who appears to be a friend
of Juan’s mother. Her husband is a lot older than her, and his age is fifty.
The narrator suggests that such kind of marriage happens only for one
reason. The reason is money. Julia’s parents force their daughter to marry an
old man, whom she does not love, whose money is going to insure her
future of owning a house and his inheritance once he dies. The immorality
lies quite there. Such a union is beneficial only to her parents without their
realizing how miserable and unhappy she is going to be; to get stuck living
with an old man only God knows when his time of death will come.

Happy the nations of the moral north!
Where all is virtue and the winter season
Sends sin, without a rag on, shivering forth
(Lines: 505-507)
There is another irony in those lines. This time, Byron takes it towards

his own society. He speaks well of how wonderful Spain is and how
comfortable it appears for his own character. Describing Spain in such
beautiful manner, he brings about the ugliness, hypocrisy and immorality of
his society in England. England is poorly described to give the impression
that it is the place where appearance mattered. He wanted to show their true
colors. Byron himself said that these episodes were to ridicule society in
various countries which portray the corruption of an ordinary youth by
society.(1)

Whate’er the cause might be, they had become,
Changed; for the dame grew distant, the youth shy,
Their looks, cast down, their greetings almost dumb,
There surely will be little doubt with some
That Donna Julia knew the reason why,
But as for Juan, he had no more notion
Than he who never saw the sea or ocean.
(Lines: 550-560)

(1)Ibid.
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His breeding should be strictly moral;
Much into studies she inquired…
Arts, Sciences, no branch was made a mystery
To Juan’s eyes excepting natural history
(Lines: 308-312)
These lines are considered to be the most ironic part in the first canto of

Don Juan. These lines deal with the way his mother wants to raise Don
Juan. Donna Inez, whom the narrator has made suggestion of her
immorality, desires to raise Juan according to her own definition of
morality. The narrator points out that this so-called perfect wife has bad
faults hidden by her holiness of her educational program, which people can
simply see as hypocritical. The irony resides in the mother, who is not as
moral as she claims to be. She wishes to bring her son up strictly according
to her standards. In fact, it is deducible that Donna Inez desires Juan to have
an affair with Donna Julia because she herself had an affair with Julia’s
father. It shows how debased she has become because she uses her son to
enact revenge inadvertently.(1)

The young Juan lacks well-rounded education as his mother censors all
hints of sex from his readings, “Hints continuation of the species, / Was ever
suffered, lest he showed grow vicious” (319-320). He has no knowledge of
the relationship between men and women; therefore, he is hopeless to
defend himself when an experienced woman seduces him. The poet sets the
basis for what will be a “richly humorous investigation of the results
stemming from a canting, maternal education which attempted to deny the
very physical foundation of life.”(2) For that matter, he has no foundation to
make correct choices.

Young Juan was sixteen years of age,
Tall, handsome, slender, but well-knit:
He seemed active….
Everybody but his mother deem’d
Him almost man…
(Lines: 425-429)
Juan turns into a handsome young adolescent, and he is physically

capable of a sexual encounter. However, due to his mother, he does not have
knowledge of proper morality in that matter. It follows that a person can
hardly be expected to make good choices of sex if such a matter has never
been spoken of.

(1)Ibid
(2)qtd in Ibid.
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Instead if quarrelling, had they been but both in,
Their sense, they’d have sent young master forth
To school, or had him soundly whipp’d at home,
To teach him manners for the time to come.
(Lines: 197-200)
This presents a kind of paradox simply because the reader may find it

immoral. However, the narrator needs to present the fact that it will be hard
to judge Juan’s parents if one is ignorant of the reasons behind their
behavior. Then, the narrator explores their misbehavor by showing that they
led “An unhappy sort of life, / Wishing each other, not divorced but dead”
(Lines: 202-203). Thus, one can simply perceive and observe how miserably
Juan’s parents lived. Juan’s mother, Donna Inez, tries to have her husband
declared insane by emanating the journal, where his faults were noted, to the
attorneys and judges. He makes a strong commentary towards the
unconscious hypocrisy and the dishonesty of love and marriage in society.(1)

In this case, it becomes crystal clear that the problems between Juan’s
parents are true and not the narrator’s hearsay. Donna Inez’s concerns
become part of the public record, but her motivation for her action is that,
“Duty to both God and men, / Which seem’d very odd” (Lines: 215-216).
This can be interpreted that she abdicated her responsibility. Here Byron
offers his “insight into the difference between the life’s appearance and its
actuality, into high mixed motives of men and women and their genius for
self-deception and rationalization.”(2) Byron saw in his society that much
responsibility was disproportionately shifted away from the individual to
God or to someone else. Personally, responsibility for one’s action is vital.

He died: and most unluckily, because
According to all hints I could collect …
His death contrived to spoil the charming cause…
(Lines: 257-261)
Before even the divorce between Juan’s parents happened, Juan’s father

died. The narrator considers this a sad moment because of the gossip that
people happily engaged to bring about nothing but misery to their
surroundings. His death also brings a strong hint that Donna Inez is not as
moral citizen as she projects herself to be. Now that she remains all alone
along with her only son, Don Juan, whom she wants:

(1)Ibid.
(2)Guinevere Shaw, “Lord Byron’s Don Juan,” in http://www.re
ocities.com/academia69/donjuan.html, (Retrieved 22 Nov 2013), 2.
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that it is hard to imagine the message to be lost on many. His ironic theme is
based on what people think and what they actually do. One can think that
the ironic theme is based on the contradiction between people’s thought and
opinion as well as their action which opposes them. In effect, it shows the
masks that people wear in public view, and they take them off when they are
in private. Therefore, Bryon was dispraised simply because he was picturing
out the reality of his society. He demonstrates the immorality in his society
through their hypocrisy, gossips and social injustice.

I WANT a hero: an uncommon want,
When every year and month sends forth a new one…
The age discovers he is not the true one…
Brave men were living before Agamemnon(1)

The poem begins from the narrator’s point of view that he desires an
ordinary and a plain hero. After searching in his present time, he
acknowledges that his age discovers that he is not the chosen one. He is not
the one who seems to be courageous, decisive and helpful as these traits
show the existence of such hero in the past. The narrator guides Juan’s story
and plays a salient role because from his perspective, one can see the
reasons behind many of the immoral circumstances in a society. He wants
him to be the one chosen from his people to discover society’s vice.(2)

I loathe that low vice curiosity
But if there’s anything in which I shine
Tis in arranging all my friends’ affairs.
(Lines: 181-183)
The narrator details a background on Juan’s parents, and he tells that

they quarrel often. Byron pokes fun at the hypocritical nature of people.
Being so curious in other’s affairs is currently bad, yet it spreads among
people. The problem, which is central to what Byron sees wrong with
society, is the basic hypocritical nature of people. Simply put, Byron does
not want this nature to carry on in any society. To change this incorrigible
habit is to show that such change does not occur until the fault is presented
completely.(3)

(1)Lord Bryon, “Don Juan: Canto I” in The Works of Lord Byron (Vol. VI.), ed., by Ernest
Hartley Coleridge (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1903), lines: 1-33. Subsequent
references to this edition will appear parenthetically in my text, showing line numbers.
(2)Dougald B. Maceacher, “CliffsNotes on Don Juan” in http://www.Cliff
snotes.com/literature/d/don-juan/summary-and-analysis/canto-I, (Retrieved 23 Nov 2013),
1.
(3)Ibid.
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audience is made aware of something that neither the protagonist nor
characters know. The cosmic irony or the irony of fate is the manipulation
of events by the gods or by destiny so that the protagonist is frustrated or
mocked. The situational irony or the irony of events that involves the
unexpected, sometimes with cosmic overtones but often merely humorous
or absurd.(1)

I.4 Romantic Irony and Its Presence in Don Juan
It was a term first introduced by Friedrich Schlegel and other German

writers of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries to designate a
mode of dramatic or narrative writing in which:

revealing the author, as an artist, is the arbitrary creator and manipulator
the author builds up the illusion of representing reality only to shatter it by
of the characters and their actions. Byron’s great narrative poem Don Juan
persistently uses this device for ironic and comic effects, letting the leader
into the narrator’s confidence and so revealing the latter to be fabricator of
fiction who is often at a loss for matter to sustain his story of and undecided
about how to continue it.(2)

By that he means, in this form of writing, the writer sets up a world of
his own in a text, and then he deliberately undermines it by reminding the
readers that the form is an illusion but the feelings are universal and real.
Accordingly, what Byron did in writing Don Juan was to expose the follies
and abuses of his society. Therefore, the romantic irony is based on what
people think, and what they actually do. What Byron mostly attacks are the
human vices which people portray to misshape the image of love, religion
and social relations. They are ironically portrayed to show hypocrisy,
complacency, oppression, greed and lust of his society. Moreover, it shows
that moral positives as virtues such as qualities of courage, loyalty,
generosity, and above all candor are rare to find. The modern world is not
constituted to reward or to encourage or even to recognize them when they
made their appearances. Therefore, what Byron discovered in Don Juan
was how to give the literary expression to those aspects of his self-
consciousness, which permitted him to show only in the security of a circle
of intimate friends or his vivacious letters to people he trusted.

Many critics have viewed Byron’s Don Juan as nihilistic and immoral.
One can reason that this charge alludes more particularly to the first canto.
However, Byron wrote it in such an intentional and straightforward irony

(1)Wilfred L. Guerin, et all, A Handbook of Critical Approaches to Literature (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2005), 322.
(2)M. H. Abrams, A Glossary of Literary Terms (Orlando: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1993), 97-100.
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acknowledge the existence of heroes in the past. Stanzas 8-36 deal with Don
Juan’s parents and their relationship. Finally, it leads to the death of his
father. He reflects generally on marital relationship and educated women
from a position outside marital relationship. Stanza 25 shows Juan as a
child, but stanza 37 shows him as an heir. His education follows from stanza
39 to 44. The next twelve stanzas contend with Donna Julia. Stanzas 69-85
present Don Juan and Donna Julia at first from her perspective: she is aware
of him as a pretty child. From stanza 97-102, they portray Donna Inez’s
compliances. From 102 to 117, they narrate what happens to the first fall of
Juan on 6th June.(1)

The second part begins with the narrator, speaking about pleasure which
he says is quite incorrigible. The theme of pleasure goes up to stanza 134.
Stanzas 134-187 present a farcical scene. It starts when Don Alfonso bursts
in on Julia and her maid Antonia with friends, servants and his attorney just
to prove himself the thing he most abhorred. He wants to catch Julia in
adultery and to show himself being cuckolded. When Don Alfonso talks to
Julia about her affair, Don Juan is hiding in the closet of Julia’s room.
Alfonso finds out Juan’s shoes, and he becomes very angry. As he goes up
to fetch his sword, he meets Juan in a doorway in an attempt to flee. They
fight and Juan’s only clothing fall off as he makes his escape. Finally, Juan
is sent on grand tour while Julia is sent to nunnery. Stanzas 192-7 show her
letter which is written in a kind of coda.(2)

1.3 A Discussion of Irony in Don Juan
In general, irony is the use of words whereby a writer or a speaker

suggests the opposites of what is actually stated. But the modern critical
uses of the word irony remains the root sense of dissembling or hiding what
is actually the case; not to deceive, but to achieve special rhetorical or
artistic effects.(3) There are several kinds of irony: the Socratic irony, the
verbal irony, the dramatic irony, the cosmic irony, the situational irony and
the romantic irony.

The Socratic irony is a dialogue technique that uses the pretense of
ignorance to enable the others to perceive their own logic and illogic. The
word irony is derived from the Greek to mean eironeia as in dissembling,
feigned ignorance. The verbal irony means the opposite of what one says.
The dramatic irony is a device by which a reader or a member of an

(1)S. Bygrave, Approaching Literature: Romantic Writings (London: Routledge, 1996),
174.
(2)Ibid, 157.
(3)C. E. Bressler, Literary Criticism: An Introduction to Theory and Practice (London:
Prentice Hall, 2007), 346-7.
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monologue in which the narrator tells a picaresque story of the life and the
adventures of the Spanish libertine with notable sexual proclivities.(1)

1.2 The Structure of Don Juan
Byron’s mock epic poem Don Juan is a long, digressive satire, written

in ottava rima as a form of poetry, consisting of eight-line stanzas or ten or
eleven syllables, rhyming abababcc. It is based on the legend of the Spanish
arch-womanizer Don Juan. Byron reverses the tradition by turning Don Juan
into an inexperienced youth, who is easily seduced by various women,
instead of seducing them. Byron began his masterpiece in 1818, and it was
published in installments which started with cantos I and II. Byron
completed sixteen cantos, leaving the seventeenth one unfinished before his
death in 1824. He admitted saying that he did not know what would happen
in the end. He never assumed that his long satirical poem would have an end
for he told John Murray, his publisher(2)

The 5th is so far from being the last of D.J. that is hardly the beginning. I
meant to take him the tour of Europe, with proper mixture of siege, battle
and adventure and to make him finish as Anacharsis Cloots in the French
Revolution. Too many cantos this may extend, I know not, nor whether
(even if live), I shall complete it; but this was my notion: I meant to have
him made a Cavalier Servente in Italy and to cause a divorce in England,
and sentimental ‘Werther-faced’ man in Germany, so as to show the
different ridicules of society in each of these countries, and to have
displayed him gradually gate and blasé as he grew older as is natural. But I
had not quite fixed whether to make him end in Hell, or in an unhappy
marriage, not knowing which would be the severest.(3)

Not only did Byron’s literary advisers think the poem was unacceptable
and immoral, but also his publisher who printed the first two episodes
without identifying either Byron as the author or Murray as his publisher.
The entire poem of many cantos was viewed as immoral and nihilistic. Yet,
Byron himself insisted that Don Juan is a satire on the abuses of the present
state of society and the most moral of poems.(4)

Canto I is divided into two parts: the first part begins with the narrator’s
point of view. From stanza 1-7, the narrator starts with a search for a hero,
and he realizes that there is no hero in his time. However, he does

(1)A. Day, Romanticism (London: Routledge, 1996), 167.
(2)Harold Bloom, Bloom’s Classic Critical Views: George Gordon, Lord Byron (New
York: Bloom’s Literary Criticism, 2006), 221.
(3)qtd in Boris Ford (ed.), The Pelican Guide to English Literature: From Blake to Byron:
From Blake to Byron, Vol. V, (England: Penguin Books Ltd., 1967), 246.
(4)Abrams, 1656.
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1. General Background
George Gordon Baron Byron VI (1778-1824) is one of the major

Romantic poets. He is a British poet, a satirist and a traveler, notorious for
love affairs with women and men. Byron left England for good when
rumors rose of his incestuous relationship and his immense debts. He
championed liberty not only in his poetic creativity, but also in his deeds,
giving money, time, energy, and finally his life to the Greek war of
independence. His image and name became the quintessence of
Romanticism.(1)

In terms of writing, he found meaning and expression in utilizing irony,
satire, verse narrative, ode, lyric, drama, historical tragedy, confessional
poetry, dramatic monologue, and mock-epic. All his writings, including his
huge correspondence, were written in Spenserian stanzas, heroic couplets,
blank verse, terza rima, ottava rima, and prose. Byron captivated the
Western mind and heart with his frankness of portraying sexuality, self-
proclamation, and demands for freedom for the oppressed people
everywhere, stamping upon the nineteenth-century letters, arts, politics, as
well as fashion in clothing styles. Just as Shelley moved from Gothic
romance in Zastrozzi (1810) to the Hellenism of Hellas (1822) to show the
ancient Greek culture, so Byron moved from an infatuation with German-
style gloom in a poem like Child Harold’s Pilgrimage (1809) to the lighter,
comic and rationalist mode of his unfinished classic Don Juan (1818-1824).
The narrative poem in Don Juan is not the structural principle of the poem,
but it lies with personality and perspectives of the narrator. The poem is a

(1) M. H. Abrams (G.Ed.), The Norton Anthology of English Literature. (Vol. II), 6th

Edition, (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1986), 1654-1655.
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Conclusions
It has been shown that it-clefts and wh-clefts strongly favour nominal

elements in the focus position. Hence the most usual function realized by
the focus position is subject in it-clefts and wh-clefts. With reversed wh-
clefts the preference for highlighted adjuncts over subjects is the reverse of
the situation with it and wh-clefts, suggesting that reversed wh-clefts
achieve prominence by selecting functions that are most unlikely to be in
ordinary sentences.

Concerning the elements used to introduce the subordinate relative
clause, ‘That’ has proved to be the most widely chosen element in that
position. As it is an element which is used after any kind of antecedent in
clefts.

There are also differences in the way these three constructions organize
information. For example, wh-clefts can’t be used to presuppose
information that is new in discourse, while it-clefts can. This produces a
strong preference for the it-clefts over the wh-clefts. Thus, the findings
support the previous literature (Prince1978 and Collins1991) that they each
have distinct distributions and discourse functions.
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28. [KG–News -Bottled water v tap water-September, 25] When
discussing government support to the industry, Ra’uf shifted his body and
scratched his forehead, claiming that the government supports them because
it wants to discourage the importation of Iranian mineral water."There is
lack of confidence about the process of water purification in Iran.

Some think it is mixed in with tap water and that is why it is cheaper.”
29. [BW-News- Man charged after two WPCs shot dead -September 22,

2012] He said:
"What we saw on Tuesday is a watershed moment. The straight

message over the last six weeks from Greater Manchester Police is "enough
is enough". This has to end. "That's why Tuesday’s events are so hard
because we have been determined to bring to an end any violence."

30. [BW-Sport- Di Matteo ‘deflated’ by Juventus draw -September 22,
2012] “If I want to make upan excuse, I can,” the Nigeria international said.
“But, for me, I gave the ball away. I put my hands up, we move on. “I’m
sorry about the mistake, but there are no excuses. I think that’s what you
get from playing in the Champions League.

31. [BW-News- Hillsborough the truth at last -September 15, 2012]
Sheila Coleman of the Hillsborough Justice Campaign told The Liverpool
Echo: “We have got to the truth but where is the justice? That is what is
crucial now. It will be even more frustrating if nothing else happens.

32. [BW-News- Report ‘not enough’ says victim’s mother -September
15, 2012] Prime Minister David Cameron apologized and said police had
failed to do enough and had also tried to blame Liverpool fans. After being
told the findings in the report, Mrs Hope told BBC Wales: “I was
disappointed because I was hoping for a statement saying the police were
guilty. That’s what I wanted - where the blame should lay.”

33. [BW-Sport- Hamilton: still no plans for next year’s drive-September
8, 2012] The 27- year-old Briton added: “I want to win. Just need to think of
the right place to do so.” But he echoed his management’s statement on
Wednesday that he was “in advanced negotiations with McLaren”, adding:
“That’s what we’re working on.”

34. [BW-Sport- Hamilton: still no plans for next year’s drive -September
8, 2012] “I’m in a great position and I just need to focus on the preparations
for these races,” he said.“There is a long way to go. Jenson has shown we
have great potential in our car and team. That’s what I need to focus on.

In these examples ‘this’ and ‘that’ refer to the whole previous sentence,
and what appears in the wh-clause is new information which has not been
mentioned before in the previous texts.
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concert. In an interview shortly afterwards, she said: ‘I am very aware of my
ability, I know I’m no Mariah Carey but I think the emotion in the song is
what matters.”

25.[KG-News-Behind the Veil of Turkey’s “Zero Problem” Policy-
September, 25, 2012] With a Strategic partnership between China and
Turkey announced in 2010 [5], Turkey is recognizing the growing economic
power of China and wants to be both a Stockroom for the Chinese goods
into Europe as well as the bridge through which more Than150 million
ethnic Turkic tribesmen and various other Chinese emigrants can march
toward Europe in the course of the next fifty to a hundred years. This
Strategic Partnership between China and Turkey announced in 2010
[5], is what Mr.

Davoutuglu is referring to in his Cooperation Council of Turkic
Speaking States (CCTS).

On August 23, 2012, in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan [4].
In (24), the new information is represented by the focus element (the

emotion in the song) which occurs at the beginning of the reversed wh-
clefts. However, in (25)the focus element (This Strategic partnership
between China and Turkey announced in 2010 [5]), is just a repetition of
something already stated in the previous discourse( Strategic), while the
new information is in the second part of the construction( the fused relative
clause).

Reversed wh-clefts starting with expressions like ‘this’ and ‘that’ are
useful for summaries and persuading as the demonstrative pronoun has not
any referent, but refers to what has been written in the preceding text. As in
the following examples:

26. [BW-News-Another Olympic spectacular......-September 1, 2012]
The aim of Bradley Hemmings and Jenny Sealey, the ceremony’s artistic
directors, wasn’t to imitate Danny Boyle’s Olympic opening by telling the
story of Great Britain, added the Telegraph.

“Their reach was wider, the aim to triumph in the human spirit,
celebrate the possibilities that lie within us all. This is what the ceremony
was trying to do point out that the limits of endeavour are merely territory as
yet unexplored.”

27.[KG-News-One man’s 13-yearfriendship with folklore- September 18
, 2012] The majority of the area’s lands are plain; the people have been
depending on agriculture as their major income for more than 200 years.
That’s why they used various types of tools for cultivating and harvesting
in the past. The Characteristics of this area in terms of folklore are not so
different from the other areas in Duhok and Kurdistan.
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4.2 Wh-Clefts
For wh-clefts, most writers (Prince1978, Huddleston1984, Biber et al

1999, Celce- Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1999) agree that the cleft clause
contains given information that the speaker may assume to be in the hearer’s
consciousness, while the focus element of wh-clefts expresses new
information:

21. [KG -News -Kurdish president visits Domiz camp- -September 4
,2012] Regarding the future of Syria, Barzani said that the Syrian nation will
make the decision by itself and that Kurdistan Region will respect that
decision. But what is important for the Kurdistan Region is the future of
the Kurds in Syria who are still deprived of Syrian citizenship and basic
human rights.

In (21) the new information is represented by the focus element (the
future of Kurds) which occurs at the end of the wh-clefts, while the cleft
clause (what is important for the Kurdistan Region) contains old
information that the speaker already assumes to be in the hearer’s
consciousness.

Unlike it-clefts, the wh-clause in wh-clefts is always discourse-old even
when it occurs discourse-initially since they do not need to have a preceding
text to refer to , as evidenced from the following examples:

22. [BW-News- Man charged after two WPCs shot dead- September 22,
2012] And Assistant Chief Constable Garry Shewin also made an appeal for
two rival gangs to end the violent conflict which police believe may have
culminated in the death the two policewomen. He said: "What we saw on
Tuesday is a watershed moment. The straight message over the last six
weeks from Greater Manchester Police is "enough is enough". This has to
end.

23.[BW-News-Tormented Winnie finally at peace...- September 1 ,
2012] He said: ‘I will not go into the detail of this, nor will I name here the
perpetrators of that evil.’ What I will do is pay tribute to this remarkable
woman. I know my words of tribute will be shared by so many people.

Thus, the information represented in wh-clauses in (22) and (23) is
discourse old, since it has to be assumed in the hearer’s mind.

4.3 Reversed Wh-Clefts
Regarding reversed wh-clefts as claimed by Biber et al (1999) the focus

element in reversed wh-clefts and demonstrative wh- clefts is context
dependent. Consider the following:

24. [BW-News-Cheryl bloodied and bruised after car prang with
Will.i.am-September 1, 2012]Cheryl announced her tour dates in June
shortly after she was criticized for her singing during the Queen’s Jubilee
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Yet for Saddam, it was the Kurds and not his barbaric policies that
were to blame.

As noted by (Huddleston 1984, Quirk et al 1985, Biber et al 1999, and
Celce- Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1999), the cleft clause of it-cleft
contains given information, whereas the clefted element represents new
information. Thus, the information in the cleft clause is given either because
it is recoverable from the immediately preceding question (Biber et al 1999)
or because it can be assumed to be in the hearer’s consciousness (Prince
1978). Consider the following examples from the corpus:

19. BW-Sport-‘Wales are a laughing stock’ says Savage-September 15,
2012] “I think he is influential and I think he is technically very good”, said
Savage, who feels it is the players who bear ultimate responsibility for
what happens on the pitch.

Here, the focus element (the players) is discourse new, while the cleft
clause –(who bear ultimate responsibility for what happens on the pitch.) is
discourse old information since it can be assumed to be in the hearer’s
consciousness.

However, the content of the relative clause is by no means always
given:

20.[BW-News- No end in sight to Assange stand-off, admits Hague -
September 1,2012] In May, the UK Supreme Court dismissed Mr Assange’s
attempt to reopen his appeal against extradition and gave him a two-week
grace period before extradition proceedings could start. It was during that
time that he entered Ecuador’s embassy in London’s Knights bridge
area.

As shown above, the focus element (during that time) is not discourse
new since it is recoverable from the preceding discourse (in May). It’s the
cleft –clause (that he entered--------) introduces new information.

Based on the distinction between examples (19) and (20) Prince (1978)
proposes a classification of it –clefts into two types: stressed-focus and
informative presupposition it- cleft. In the stressed-focus it- cleft as in (19),
the focus element contains new information, while the information
represented in it-cleft that clauses does not have to be assumed to be in the
hearer’s consciousness. Example (20) is informative presupposition it -clefts
, where the focus element contains old information already recoverable from
the preceding context , however, “with these sentences , not only is the
hearer not expected to be thinking about the information in that clause but
s/he is not expected even to know it .In fact , the whole point is to inform
the hearer of that very information” (898).
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city known for seasonal cholera breakouts, is much higher than other cities
in Kurdistan." As can be noted above, the first two examples which are not
introduced by a demonstrative pronoun can be reversed, compare:

What matters is the emotion in the song.
What makes the movie work is this intensity.
While the last three examples introducing by a demonstrative pronoun

can’t be reversible:
* What the ceremony was trying to do is this.
*Why I am not happy with the people behind these attacks is that.
* Why demand in Sulaimaniya, Kurdistan’s second largest city known

for seasonal cholera breakouts, is much higher than other cities in Kurdistan
is this.

Similar to wh-clefts ,not many types can be highlighted. Thus the focus
element can be either a noun phrase ,functions as subject in the first two
examples or a relative like clause functions as an adjunct as in the last three
examples .The following table shows the frequency of each highlighted
phrase:

Table-6-
The Frequency of the Focused Element in Reversed -Clefts

Focused element KG BW Total
NP 1 2 3
Clause 4 7 11
Total 5 9 14

In terms of the clause type,reversed wh-clefts seem to take not only
“what” to introduce the relative clause,but they take three other wh-forms:
“where, when and why”.However,” what and why”, are the most common
ones in journalistic texts.(see examples 13-17 on pages(5- 6)).

4. Pragmatic Distributions
4.1 It-Clefts
Following (Quirk et al 1985, Biber et al 1999, Celce- Murcia and

Larsen-Freeman 1999, Dowing and Locke2006 and Kim and Sells 2007) the
main function of the it-cleft is to highlight the contrastive focus. However,
there is only one example in the corpus which shows contrast explicitly:

18. [KG-Opinion-One Man’s Terrorist Another Man’s Freedom
Fighter?-September 4, 2012] In Kurdistan, the Peshmerga are without a
doubt a nationalist icon of the Kurds. Without standing up to the brutality of
Saddam, the Kurds would never have achieved their freedom. For the
Kurds, the rebel movement was about honour, self-sacrifice and bravery.
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3.3 Reversed Wh-Clefts
Following Biber et al (1999), there are two types of reversed wh-clefts:

those not introduced by a demonstrative pronoun and could be reversible
(11 examples in the corpus) and those introduced by a demonstrative
pronoun ,though related to wh-clefts , they are not reversible (only three
examples in the corpus). The following are examples from the corpus:

13. [BW-News-Cheryl bloodied and bruised after car prang with
Will.i.am-September 1, 2012] Cheryl announced her tour dates in June
shortly after she was criticized for her singing during the Queen’s Jubilee
concert. In an interview shortly afterwards, she said: “I am very aware of
my ability, I know I’m no Mariah Carey but I think the emotion in the song
is what matters.”

14.[BW-Opinion-Raising Kane to new heights-September 29, 2012]
With much of the family slain and their daughter Meredith taken captive ,
Kane must now re-evaluate his course in life and risk losing his soul to the
Reaper as he attempts to save Meredith. But Fate has much worse things in
store for Kane than just losing his soul. The performances here are strong
and at times, over-the-top, (especially Jason Flemyng), but this intensity is
what makes the movie work.

15.[BW-News-Another Olympic spectacular......-September 1, 2012]
The aim of Bradley Hemmings and Jenny Sealey, the ceremony’s artistic
directors, wasn’t to imitate Danny Boyle’s Olympic opening by telling the
story of Great Britain, added the Telegraph. “Their reach was wider, the aim
to triumph in the human spirit, celebrate the possibilities that lie within us
all. This is what the ceremony was trying to do point out that the limits of
endeavour are merely territory as yet unexplored.”

16.[KG-“News-success of our oil policy’’-September 4, 2012] I know
that many people appreciate the difference we have made to the Region. I
know that they remember that in 2006 we had only 3 to 4 hours of
electricity per day and long queues for accessing fuel products, and they
appreciate that now we have nearly 24 hours of electricity and hardly any
fuel shortages, and all those other achievements that I just summarised.
However, I feel that attacks on our policies, has confused some of our
people, and has undermined their confidence on self-reliance and belief in
self-rule that is why I am not happy with the People behind these attacks.

17. [KG-News-Bottled water v tap water- September 25 .2012] In the
midst of his elaboration on mineral water, Ra’uf’s message tone rang with
the dripping sound of water, prompting him to stop; he smiled and then
continued to add, “The cholera outbreak encouraged people to drink mineral
water. And this is why demand in Sulaimaniya, Kurdistan’s second largest
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Table- 5-
Function of the Focused Element in Wh-Clefts

Focused element KG BW Total
S 7 1 8
O 2 2 4
Predicate ? 2 2
Com.of verb 1 ? 1
Total 10 5 15

Furthermore, verb phrase and clause ,which function as the predicate and
complement of the verb, appear in one and two examples respectively;
therefore, they are not common in both corpus. Consider the following
examples from the corpus:

9. [KG -News -Kurdish president visits Domiz camp- -September
4,2012] Regarding the future of Syria, Barzani said that the Syrian nation
will make the decision by itself and that Kurdistan Region will respect that
decision. But what is important for the Kurdistan Region is the future of
the Kurds in Syria who are still deprived of Syrian citizenship and basic
human rights.

10.[BW-News- French stunned by execution-style murder of British
family in Alps- September 8, 2012] The victims were named as Saad al-
Hilli, 50, from Surrey, his wife Iqbal and his 77 year old mother. Sylvain
Mollier, a local French cyclist thought to have come across the car as the
murders were taking place was also killed. All four were shot at least three
times, and at least once in the head, what police believe was a targeted
ambush.

11. [BW-News- Man charged after two WPCs shot dead-
September22,2012] And Assistant Chief Constable Garry Shewin also made
an appeal for two rival gangs to end the violent conflict which police believe
may have culminated in the death the two policewomen. He said: "What we
saw on Tuesday is a watershed moment. The straight message over the last
six weeks from Greater Manchester Police is "enough is enough". This has
to end.

12. [BW-News- Lottery funds used to find out ‘how many students are
charging for sex’ September22, 2012] Researchers will be at student events,
such as fresher fayres and student nights. Dr Sagar said: “What we now
need is to get involved with the project.
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Table -3-
Elements Introducing It-Clefts

Elements KG BW Total
That 12 12 24
Who 1 1 2
Which ? 1 1
zero 1 1 2
Total 14 15 29

As shown in table-3- the element ‘that’ is preferred to wh-relatives , a
fact already stated by (Quirk et al 1985:1387 and Lambrecht 2001:464).
Besides ‘that’ can be used after any type of antecedent in these
constructions. ‘Which and who’ appear only in one and two examples
respectively; therefore they are not common in this corpus. The zero relative
is not as usual as Quirk et al: 1985 claim ; they state it is used alongside
with ‘that’ instead of other wh-relatives ; nevertheless the zero relative is
only used in two examples (see examples on page 3).

3.2 Wh-Clefts
Unlike it-cleft constructions, the wh-clefts place a cleft clause in the

subject position followed by the focus element in the post copular
position.The focus element in journalistic texts has three different
grammatical categories as shown in the table below:

Table- 4-
The Frequency of the Focused Element in Wh-Clefts

Focused element KG BW Total
NP 6 2 8
VP ? 2 2
CLAUSE 4 1 5
Total 10 5 15

Different from it-clefts, the wh-clefts allow base verb phrase and clause
to function as the highlighted elements. Besides, the only wh-word that
introduces the cleft clause is ‘what’. The fact that noun phrases, which are
the most common highlighted elements indicate that the main functions of
this category are subject and direct object respectively as shown in table- 5-:
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added a fourth, while Leighton Baines also scored his first international
goal after his free-kick took a massive deflection. It was a

victory that was every bit as emphatic as the 5-0 score line suggests.
3. [BW-Book Corner/Local News-Tardis set for a Time Lady?-

September1, 2012] Moffat said: “It is a part of Time Lord Lore that it can
happen. Who knows, the more often it is talked about the more likely it is
to happen someday.”

4. [KG-Sport- Fabregas is happy at Barcelona –September 25, 2012]
"I've been playing in the top flight for nine years now and it isn't the first or
second time that I've had a spell like this. I'm playing with a smile on my
face and I still believe in my abilities,"

5. [KG-News-National Success of our policy-----September 4, 2012]
When the truth was in fact the other way round, it was the Prime Minster
who suggested that it might be a good idea for me to go and see Mr.
Mustafa and bring him up to date with our oil policy and the progress so far.
We planned to do the same with all the other opposition.

Prepositional phrases and adverb phrases are not common, only (4) and
(2) examples, function as adverbial , found in the corpus respectively .As in
the following examples:

6. [BW-International- No end in sight to Assange stand-off, admits
Hague-September1, 2012] In May, the UK Supreme Court dismissed Mr
Assange’s attempt to reopen his appeal against extradition and gave him a
two-week grace period before extradition proceedings could start. It was
during that time that he entered Ecuador’s embassy in London’s Knights
bridge area.

7. [KG-Sport- No celebration for Casillas-September 25, 2012] It isn't
here that Iker Casillas didn't celebrate Cristiano Ronaldo’s late win for real
Madrid against Manchester City, it is that the real Madrid keeper did not
even flinch - it was as if there was a throw-in being taken up the field, with
the Spanish number one not even making a move.

8. [BW-Local News-French Stunned by execution-Style Murder of
British family in Alps- September, 8, 2012] It was not until 23:00 local
time (21:00 GMT) that police found out from the family’s neighbours at
the campsite that the family had a second daughter, and launched a search
involving a helicopter and police dogs, one report said.

3.1.1 Elements introducing the it-clefts
The elements that introduce the it-cleft ranges from that, which, who

and to zero. Consider the table below:
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Table -1-
Number of Cleft Constructions in the Texts Analysed

Types of Cleft KG BW Total
It-clefts 14 15 29
Wh-clefts 10 5 15
Reversed wh-
clefts

5 9 14

Total 29 29 58

In this study, the frequency of three major types of clefts are analysed in
both journalistic texts. First the total number of clefts are counted in both
texts as shown in (table-1- ) above. The most often cleft-type constructions
are it-clefts and the second most frequent cleft –types are wh-clefts and
reversed wh-clefts respectively. A look at (table-1-)shows that the total
number of it –cleft in KG texts is (14) , while the total number of it –cleft in
BW texts is (15). Moreover the total number of wh-clefts is (10) and (5) in
both KG and BW respectively. Furthermore, the total number of reversed-
wh clefts is (5) and (9) in KG and BW texts respectively. A further look at
the table shows that it-clefts seem to be more common in both texts as they
are used in a similar amount in both, while wh-clefts seem to be less
common in BW, reversed wh-clefts seem to be less common in KG.

3. Syntactic Distributions
3.1 It-Clefts
As explained in the introduction, it-clefts may choose different elements

to be placed in the focus position. The focused element in journalistic texts
may belong to three different grammatical categories as shown in table-2-:

Table-2-
the Frequency of the Focused Element in It-Clefts

Focused element KG BW Total
NP 13 10 23
ADV 1 1 2
PP ? 4 4
Total 14 15 29

As noted here, noun phrase is the most common type of the highlighted
phrase functions as subject in the corpus as in the following examples from
the corpus:

2. [BW-Sport- England Stroll to Moldova Win-September8, 2012]
England were kept waiting until 16 minutes from time before James Milner
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1. a. I need money
b. It is money that I need. (It-cleft)
c .What I need is money.(Wh-cleft)
d.Money is what I need.(Reversed wh-cleft)

All three types have Money in strong focus, while the it-cleft and
reversed wh-cleft bring the focus near the front of the first unit, the wh-cleft
has the focus at the end of the second unit. As for the type of focus position,
literature (Prince 1978, Collins1991, Biber et al 1999 and Kim and Sells
2007) has noted that only certain types of phrase can be used. The it –cleft
takes a noun phrase, a prepositional phrase, adverb phrase and adverbial
clause. Different from it-cleft, the wh-cleft takes a noun phrase, infinitive
clause and a finite nominal clause, while a reversed wh-cleft takes a noun
phrase,-ing participle, adverb phrase and a prepositional phrase. Besides,
they have different functions in discourse. The it-cleft tends to “mark the
information in the that –clause as given but not assumed to be in the
hearer’s consciousness”, while the wh-cleft clause represents “given
information, assumed to be in the hearer’s consciousness”
(Prince1978:894).The reversed wh-cleft functions as a sort of summing up
construction (Biber et al 1999:963).

2.Research Design
2.1 The Corpus
The sample used for this study was compiled using the online edition of

two newspapers: The Kurdish Globe (http://www.Kurdishglobe.net/list-
pdf.htm/) and British Weekly (http://www.british-weekly-
com/?pageid=10347).The two papers were selected because Kurdish Globe
(hence KG) is the only English paper in Iraq and the British Weekly (hence
BW) is one of the most relevant weekly newspapers in British English
respectively. The samples date from the beginning of September 2012 till
the end of September 2012.

The corpus contains (120000. 670 words) :( 65000.699 words) from the
Kurdish Globe and (54000.971words) from British weekly. The text
categories analysed are the following (national, international,sports and
opinion).

2.2 Corpus Findings
Clefts are not actually frequent constructions in any register in English

as it seems to be the case in journalistic texts,compare the table below:
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Abstract
The paper presents a syntactic-pragmatic analysis of three types of cleft

constructions in journalistic texts. The corpus of the study is taken from two
online newspapers: Kurdish Globe and British weekly. The corpus reveals
that the functions and distributions of different types of clefts vary greatly
due to their syntactic-pragmatic properties. The paper consists of four
sections .The first section is an introduction where the concept of cleft
constructions is dealt with. Section two is the research design, where the
corpus and the corpus findings are dealt with. Section three deals with
syntactic distributions and section four deals with pragmatic distributions.
Based on the results of the study a number of conclusions are presented.

1. Introduction
Clefting is a special construction in English which enables language

users to highlight a particular string of words in a sentence. Biber et al
(1999:958) state that in clefting the information that could be given in a
single clause is broken up, in two clauses, each with its own verb. The cleft
is so called because a single clause is ‘cleft’ or split into two clauses.Thus it
is easily identifiable because of the typical structure that it
has(Aarts2001:226).

There are three main types of cleft constructions: it-clefts, wh-clefts and
reversed wh-clefts. All three types contain a form of the copular verb be, the
position following this copular verb (in the case of it-cleft and wh-cleft) or
precedes it (in the case of reversed wh-cleft) is called the focus position.
Consider the following:
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sentimentality, to avoid which, feelings are infused with thoughts,
articulated by a pair of old men whose incompatible personalities generate
much humor.

The character- driven humorous situations involve gags, such as Nat’s
tricks, pretences, and assumed identities, as well as songs and dances, both
of which are incorporated in the play’s vaudeville routine. All this is
delivered via concise plot developments, with perfect comic timing and
turn of phrase, resulting in an air of reluctant melancholy, perfectly suited to
the sad theme. This fusion of comedy with sadness, restrains the realistic
negativity, and achieves the paradoxical aim of entertaining the audience,
while showing it veritable, down - to – earth dejection. Recognizing itself
in the encompassing type characters of Nat and Midge, the audience is, in
effect, entertained, by its own possible future of dreaded old age, should it
live long enough.
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However, there is an ugly reality in connection to Laurie too. She is
revealed to have been an addict, provided with her drugs by the Cowboy, to
whom now she owes money. As she is trying to sort out her problems, and
as she does not have the required sum, she naïvely tries to hide from the
Cowboy. He, in turn, sees her only as a prey, and warns her that he is a
“natural- born hunter,” whom no one can escape, “ ‘specially rabbits” (2. 1.
pp. 286-288). Indeed, when Nat and Midge, exhibiting human compassion,
try to help the young Laurie, they incur a savage beating from the Cowboy
(2. 2. pp. 294-5).

In such a context, Laurie portrays the exploitation of innocent,
inexperienced youth by vultures like the Cowboy, and the complications of
her situation function to further boost the helplessness of Nat and Midge. A
bond is thus formed between them as vulnerable victims of harsh reality.

Robinson finds some plays to have everything concluded from the start,
with the audience merely witnessing their unfolding (182). I’m Not
Rappaport can be categorized as such a play, for, in giving precedence to its
characters, all types, the ensuing action is only to be expected.

This argument applies to both the major and minor characters. The
opposite types of Nat and Midge would, realistically, only behave as they
do. Typical of an Odd Couple, there would be clashes between them, as
there would be reliance and compassion; similarly, they would engage in
comic heated arguments, as they would enjoy moments of friendly
understanding. The behavior of the minor characters, in turn, is in
conformity with their types. A caring daughter like Clara would worry as
she does, and an obtusely law- abiding citizen would act as insensitively as
Danforth. On the other hand, no mercy or compassion would be expected
from hardened criminals like Gilley or the Cowboy, by whose type an old
man like Midge, and an addict like Laurie, would naturally be victimized.
However, it is basically in the confrontation between the major and minor
characters that the suffrages of old age are portrayed. The minor characters,
significantly all young, function as the mainstream, serving to show the
menaces and hardships that face the elderly.

Introducing such predictable type characters enhances the effectiveness
of the play. It endows it with an air of universality that rings very true.

Conclusion
The social energy of I’m Not Rappaport stems from its assertion of

concerns marginalized by society. It subtly weaves criticism into its
context, by showcasing harsh realities of life that drive its two old heroes to
the haven of imagination. Portraying the sad theme of old age in highly
humane, and often emotional, situations, it runs the risk of slipping into
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threatens to kill her if she did not repay him by the next day. When Nat and
Midge try to help her, he treats them just as cruelly, causing both of them to
be hospitalized (2. 1. pp. 287, 294-5).

The Cowboy, thus, is another example of the dehumanization of
mankind, so much so that he is not even given a proper name, but only the
appellation “Cowboy.”Like Danforth, he too blames his attitude and cruelty
on others, claiming that, as a drug- dealer, losing his powerful image would
reflect negatively on his “street business” (2. 1. p. 294). Furthermore,
focused on his own survival, he fails to see others as human beings; he
regards Laurie as a “little engine” (2. 1. p. 288) out of which he could
always get money, and addicts like her, as “things” [emphasis added] that
“just accumulate” (2. 1. p. 292).

Unlike the adolescent Gilley, the Cowboy is a grown man of thirty- five
(2. 1. p. 286), whose criminal business is distributed in “branch offices…
[and] chain stores” (2.1. pp. 286- 288). He is a firmly established thug
against whom Nat and Midge’s well- intentioned interference does not stand
a chance. He does not pity their old age, but sees them merely as nuisances
to be literally crushed.

There is hardly any humor in the scenes that portray the Cowboy or
Gilley, for they are both meant to stand as stark representatives of the
cruelties and dangers to which the elderly may be exposed. In this sense,
the play associates comedy, basically seen in the scenes featuring Nat,
Midge, and Clara, with the warmth of human relationships, and the lack of it
with criminality and hard-heartedness.

II. ii. 5. Laurie
Laurie is linked to the beauty and freshness of Central Park when

described as “a pretty girl- soft, delicate, innocent, about twenty- five,
wearing a dress to match the gentle October day”(1. p. 246), who “seems to
have [a] glow” in the “dappled, late- afternoon light” (1. p. 248). Her
appreciation of the beautiful setting, as seen in her sketching “the view of the
lake” (1. p. 246), and her evident enjoyment of “the gently drifting
melod[ies]”(1. p. 248), further connect her with the setting.

Her glowing presence, mixed with “the gentle Carousel Music,…
bringing the past with it on the breeze” (1. p. 248), helps Nat and Midge to
briefly relive the warmth of love they felt when younger, reminiscing about
the women who inspired that love (1. pp. 248-50). Laurie too responds
pleasantly to them, unlike the other characters, and interacts with them when
they sing and dance while performing their light vaudevillian Rappaport
routine (1. pp. 252- 253).
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II. ii. 3. Gilley
Gardner draws deliberate attention to the setting in his description of

Gilley as a sixteen-year-old “Irish kid,” whose clothing and “economical
movements” render him “inconspicuous and, in a sense, part of the park.”
With his “constant awareness of everything around him, and [his] instincts
of a street creature” (1. p. 264), he is portrayed as a predator in his natural
habitat, whose arrival arouses fear in his potential preys. True enough, when
she senses his presence as he steps “forward from the shadows on the bridge
above,” Laurie collects her things, “race[s] across the bridge and exit[s].”
Added to that, as he appears, “the pretty colors of the autumn afternoon”
give “way to the dark shadows of early evening, the faint chatter of crickets
and the only lights of the two lampposts on the bridge,” all reminders “of the
isolated and near-empty section of the park” they are in (1. p. 264). In
association with Gilley, Central Park is thus shown to be a place of danger.

As Danforth is dehumanized by his adherence to regulations, so is Gilley
dehumanized by his own set of rules. Laurie, a would- be- prey, escapes
him, but the physically weak Midge is forced to comply with his threats, and
surrender a daily three dollars to him. When Nat interferes on Midge’s
behalf, Gilley throws him roughly against a stone ledge, where he lies
unconscious. As he is leaving through a tunnel, Gilley shouts at Midge that
he had “better tell [his] friend the rules” (1. p. 266-8), in this case, the rules
of the jungle.

Both Danforth and Gilley base their behavior on rules. Ironically, the
legal regulations that Danforth so blindly follows, are revealed to be not
different from Gilley’s laws of the jungle; both sets of rules victimize the
old and the helpless like Midge. This idea is acutely brought home to the
audience, as Midge stands over Nat’s unconscious body, after the latter’s
encounter with Gilley, “a near- blind old man staring into the darkness
around him,” calling for help, but getting “no response” except for “the
sound of the early evening crickets,” as “the park grows darker” (1. p. 268).

II. ii. 4. The Cowboy
Like Gilley, the Cowboy is an integral part of the perilous setting of

New York City, Central Park, notorious in the nineteen eighties for its high
rate of crime. In appearance he is pleasant and genially courteous (2. 1. p.
286), similar to the soothing, “pleasant sunlight that shines on the” Park
(2.1. p. 272). As the Park reveals its menacing reality come darkness, so
does the Cowboy when opposed.

The cruel reality of his character, as opposed to his genteel and pleasant
appearance, is seen when Laurie tells him that she could only return a small
part of the money that she owes him. He strikes her mercilessly and
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leave him (2. 1. p. 285). In a fairly typical paternal- filial relationship, they
love, though they do not much like, each other.

II. ii. 2. Danforth
Danforth is Head of the Tenant’s Committee in the apartment building

where Midge is superintendent (1. p. 243). He exemplifies most of society,
the “provincial conformists,” as seen by Olson, “who believe they are
behaving responsibly and morally when in fact all they do is play by the
rules” (230). Indeed, in his meeting with Midge, Danforth is portrayed as
dehumanized into a mere set of rules.

In this meeting, he tells Midge that he is going to be discharged,
patronizingly promising him “various benefits,” like a “six week Severance
pay” (1. p. 256). That Midge can still carry out his duties, Abbotson finds to
be irrelevant to Danforth (20), who is oblivious to the human side of the
situation, and is eager to end it according to the recommendations of his
Committee. He does not see that in losing his job, Midge would also be
losing his self-esteem as a still capable and independent man.

Danforth thinks that he is reassuring Midge when he tells him that it has
been arranged for him to dwell in a center for “low- income senior adults.”
Midge, however, is of the opinion that only those who have reached “the
end of the line” live there (1. p. 257). He sees that Danforth regards him as
all younger people do: an old man for whom the only thing left is to await
death, regardless of how long he may yet live. Nat interferes in the
argument and adds his own insight, as an elderly person himself, into the
psyche of the young, who, he thinks, regard the elderly as a frightening
“weird tribe” fit only to live “with their own kind, [in] a building, [or] a
town” (1. p. 261). He says to Danforth that residents of Senior Centers are
practically quarantined as “bad souvenirs” who “look like the future [that
people] don’t want to know” (1. p. 261).

As seen in the play, Danforth proves the two heroes’ perception of
younger generations to be accurate. Afraid of aging, he tries to delay it by
jogging regularly in Central Park (1. p. 254), fighting off time, which he
states to be the real “villain” in life (1. p. 256). Still, he shows no genuine
compassion for Midge, lacking the vision to identify his own possible future
in him, should his exercising succeed in lengthening his life. As his
handling of Midge’s problem is meant to represent the common perspective,
his adherence to the mechanics of rules rather than to the values they are
supposed to maintain, reflects a spiritless society that would, as a matter of
course, be insensitive to the humane needs of the elderly.
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is deterred by personal differences of religion, ethnicity, or affiliations of
any kind, nor by their differences as exemplars of two distinct character
types. Furthermore, there is no delusion in the compassion that they feel for
each other; it stands out, thoroughly real, as it unites them in old age.

II. ii. Minor Characters
II. ii. 1. Clara
Prior to her appearance on the stage, Nat gives a negative impression of

Clara, his daughter, as being cruel in wanting to confine him to a home for
the elderly (1. pp. 240-1). This impression is dispelled, however, when she
is seen to be a typically loving daughter, who genuinely cares for her
father’s well- being.

Their confrontation sheds light on their different outlooks. Nat is not
pleased with Clara because he thinks that she betrayed the communist ideals
that he had instilled in her by marrying an affluent radiologist, and settling
for a comfortable life (2. 1. p.277). Always a romantic rebel, he does not
understand her sober choice of only taking on battles that she could actually
win, one such being her attempts to protect her father. She wants to end the
constant “terror” that Nat puts her through, as every time “the phone will
ring,” she thinks it might be “the police, the hospital,” telling her that he has
been hurt (2. 1. p. 275). Nat’s response is that he is “afraid of what [she’ll]
do out of what [she] think[s] is love” (2. 1. p. 276), which he also states to
be his reason for hiding from her and “never answer[ing] the door when
[she] come[s]” (2. 1. p. 277).

Begging him not to force her to do so, Clara tells Nat that she is going to
take legal measures to become his custodian, even at the risk of making him
hate her. Seeing that she is determined this time, Nat promptly comes up
with one of his “alterations” which, in his usual comic turn of phrase, is how
he describes his lies. In another of his mixtures of fact and fantasy, he tells
Clara that he is going to live abroad with a daughter that he had from an
extra- marital relationship with a woman, to whom he significantly gives the
name of Hannah Pearlman (2. 1. pp.283- 5). The sincerity with which he
speaks makes Clara believe him, not knowing that, in telling this story, he
actually articulates his dreams of what might have been, had he had the
courage to express his love to the real Hannah Pearlman.

Both Clara and Nat disapprove of each other’s attitudes, as the
confrontation between them reveals that they disagree in both personal and
public matters. Still, their love for each other is evident. Nat is clearly
moved when she exits, having convinced her to leave him to the care of his
fictional daughter. She, in turn, is rendered speechless by her sadness to
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already made by the committee. No different from the old furnace, Midge
has no choice in his services being dispensed with altogether.

Tolan voices the general consensus in regarding texts as “indicative of
the moment in which they come to popularity” (3), which is particularly
applicable in regards to Midge. More grounded in reality than Nat, his
problems are more reflective of general concerns of the elderly at the time
of the writing and the successful performance of the play. He thus serves as
an outlet for Gardner, described as a “socially aware comedian” by
Listengarten (468), to articulate his sarcastic perception of institutional
policies. In the Danforth incident, for example, Midge is seen to stand
alone, with no official representation to support his case as a poor and
physically disabled old man. His vulnerability is further emphasized when
he recounts his arrangement with Gilley, paying the young thug a daily three
dollars for protection: “nobody robs me, got a system. … give [Gilley] three
bucks, … protects me … [from] him[self], for one … he don’t rob me- but
nobody else neither, see; that’s Social Security” (1. pp. 241-2). Ironically,
social security, clearly failing to provide Midge with security, is equated in
this speech with extortion from a gangster.

His down- to- earth arrangements shattered, Midge is susceptible to
Nat’s energetic character, going as far as posing as a Mafia member against
his better judgment, in a attempt to stand up for a young girl in trouble (2. 2.
pp. 289- 92). Although, as a result he is physically attacked and
consequently hospitalized, still, he is proud of this experience. When trying
to stop the drug dealer, to whom the girl in question owes money, from
suffocating Nat, he attempts to jab the gangster, and although all he
manages to stab is the latter’s jacket, yet the look of fear in the dealer’s “big
chicken eyes” is not lost even on the visually disabled Midge. Midge’s
spirits are raised by the fact that, in defending his friend, he made the dealer
notice him(2. 3. p. 297), and not simply bypass him as if he were invisible to
the world, a fact which recalls to him his worth as a human being.

Experiencing this flash of self- esteem prompts Midge to prevent Nat
from putting an end to his delusions (2. 3. p. 298), and giving in, like
Midge has so far, to his bleak reality as an old man. In a further resemblance
to the characters of the vaudeville routine of the title, they choose to playact
together, as the only route left them, rather than let themselves be “ignored
or shut away out of sight,” like criminals “in retirement homes,” which,
Abbotson maintains to be the general condition of the elderly (20). Thus,
paradoxically, the play strikes a positive note as it comes to an end, for it
shows Nat, the Jew, and Midge, the African American, to transcend the
“binary system” of American society, thus described by Lei (302). Neither
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in a furtherance of the mix-up of reality and delusion, Midge stops him.
Seeing how lonely, tired, and sad Nat is when deprived of his delusions, he
realizes that without them the remainder of his old friend’s life would be
totally bleak and meaningless. Hence, he encourages Nat to plunge into
another imaginary story about his identity, finally coming round to the
latter’s opinion that it is “not important” if others are “convinced” by his
stories, but that he himself is (1.p. 240), and is made happy by it.

II. i. 2. Midge
Midge is a near- blind African American of the same age as Nat (1. pp.

243-4, 246). He disapproves of the latter’s lies (1. p. 236) as, sufficiently
content with his own life, he does not have Nat’s urge for pretence. He has
had five wives (1. p. 248), one of whom he loved passionately, his proud
days as a boxer (1. p. 238), and, so far, he still has a job (1. p.241). Nat,
recognizing his opposite in Midge, calls him a “traitor in the ranks,” and
claims that “it is [Midge’s] type[emphasis added] that give[s] old a bad
name” (1. p. 242). A rebel in spirit, he does not appreciate Midge’s
willingness to spend what life he has left “sitting and staring, once in a
while for a thrill falling down.”Midge responds angrily that, at least, he still
has a job, reflecting the need of the elderly to continue as functioning
members of society. He takes pride that, as superintendent to an apartment
building, he is the only person who can handle a furnace that has been in the
building as long as he has, without which he claims the “buildin’ don’t
move” (1. p. 241).

This heated, albeit comic, interchange between them continues to reveal,
both ironically and sadly, that Midge has only managed to keep his job by
refraining from demanding a raise for the last fifteen years past his
retirement, and by taking on night-shifts to keep “outa the public eye,” lest
the tenants should see how old and visually disabled he is (1. p. 241). What
is more, in regarding his job as a source of pride, he is, in fact, practicing the
self- deception that he criticizes in Nat, seeing that he has to demean himself
so much to keep it.

Unfortunately for Midge, his physical disabilities have come to the
attention of the tenants’ committee, who now, as Danforth, head of the
committee, informs him, intend to “let [him] go.” Moreover, the furnace
which only he can operate, is going to be replaced by “a fully automatic”
machine that “requires no maintenance,” and his living quarters in the
building will be “placed on the co- op market as a garden apartment” (1. p.
256). Reflecting society’s tendency to bypass the elderly, Danforth has not
come to discuss the matter with Midge, but only to convey the decisions
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triumph of the proletariat, a workers’ democracy,” despite his awareness of
the failure of these communist ideas to be rightfully implemented (1. p.
245).

Similarly, Nat idealizes a young woman from his past and turns her into
a paragon of womanhood. Like his dreams of the prevalence of communist
ideals in the capitalist United States, his one-sided love for Hannah
Pearlman was doomed for disappointment; besides their both being
married, he was so awed by the idol that his imagination had turned her into,
that he could never bring himself to tell her of his feelings for her. She has
long since died (1. p. 249), but he still yearns for the happiness that he might
have had with her, meeting yet another criterion of nostalgia posited by
Boym as “a longing for a home that no longer exists or has never existed”
(qtd. in Krasner152).

Nat seems to deliberately adopt lost causes, nor is he made any wiser by
his years, as seen in his taking on the failing missions of Danforth, Gilley,
and the Cowboy. In his romantic attempt at self-expression and search for a
definite and prominent identity, he is the kind of rebel that, according to
Sartre, “wants neither to destroy, nor transcend, but only to stand up against
the order of things” (qtd. in Bigsby268). As he does so, much comedy is
created by his tricks, lies, and pretences, all of which express his refusal to
be ignored.

This resulting comedy is not impaired by the audience’s awareness that
Nat is driven to such deceptions by his elderly desire to be taken seriously,
for now that he is old and, in the eyes of society, dispensable, his need for
an identity is even more acute. This explains his assumption of different,
and always interesting, personalities, and his enjoyment of the old
vaudevillian routine recalled by the title of the play. Abbotson, with much
insight, links this routine, in which two characters humorously question
each other’s identity, with Nat’s quest for recognition (21). Significantly,
the routine does not provide a conclusive answer to the question it raises (1.
p. 253), much like Nat’s attempts, speeches, and actions, do not lead to any
positive outcome.

At the end of the play, and in a concession to his mundane reality, Nat
submits to his daughter’s attempts to place him in a Senior Center. Finally
broken-spirited by his defeats, he wants to terminate this confusion of
delusion, fantasy, and fact, by admitting his real personality to Midge. Only
then is his real name known to be Nat Moyer and his job to have been a
waiter. He clearly expresses his dissatisfaction with his life, past and
present, as he confides to Midge that, despite all that “has been said
previously, [he] was, and [is] now, no one… at all” (2. 3. p. 298). However,
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that Midge is to keep his job without even discussing the matter with them
(1. pp. 254- 63).

His attempt to solve another of Midge’s problems further reveals Nat’s
character. Three dollars a day are forced out of Midge by Gilley, a gangster,
in exchange for the latter’s abstaining from hurting him, and for preventing
other street creatures from attacking him (1. pp. 242-3). When Gilley
comes at the “appointed collection time”(1. p. 264), Nat interferes, again
contrary to Midge’s pleadings. He tries to make Gilley see the similarity of
their situations, and that, it is “the Big Boys, the Fat Cats, the String-
Pullers, the top” (1. p. 267), that their class should turn against. This appeal
reflects Nat’s communist beliefs, and proves that, although a long time has
elapsed since he first joined the Party (1.p. 245), his communist beliefs are
still intact. The young gangster, however, is oblivious to such ideals, and
fails to bond with these two helpless old men. He responds by physically
attacking Nat, and rendering him unconscious(1. pp. 267- 8).

Undaunted by his experience with Gilley, as a result of which he is
hospitalized (2. 1. p. 272), Nat pretends to be a Mafia boss to frighten away
the Cowboy, a drug dealer, to whom Laurie, a young girl who frequents the
Park, owes money. He even involves the very frightened Midge in this
character assumption. The Cowboy, considering them as two insignificant
old men, and seeing through their pretence easily, almost suffocates Nat,
and beats Midge roughly (2. 2. pp. 289- 95), as a result of which Midge too
is hospitalized this time (2. 3. p. 296).

Obviously, these well- intentioned lies and interferences backfire against
the targets of the offered help too: Midge loses his job when the Tenants’
Committee finds out that there is no HURTSFOE, and, instead of his aim,
prior to Nat’s interference, to keep his job until Christmas, he is now given
only a four- week notice. Gilley raises what he calls his protection charges
to six dollars a day (2. 3. p. 297), and the Cowboy threatens to revenge
himself on Laurie for trying to deceive him (2. 2. p. 294), which places her
“in worse trouble than ever” (2. 3. p. 297).

Nat explains to Midge that the last pure “fact” in his life was his “triple
bypass” surgery the year before. Ever since then, he has chosen to delude
himself, euphemizing his lies into “alterations,” and arguing that having
been “one person for eighty- one years, why not be a hundred for the next
five?!” (1. p. 240) In this respect, Nat epitomizes Svetlana Boym’s
definition of nostalgia as not only “a sentiment of loss and displacement,
but … also [as a sentiment of] romance with one’s own fantasy” (qtd. in
Krasner152). Indeed, Nat’s lies and Don Quixotic behavior are prompted
by his romantic fantasies, as is his persistent belief in such concepts as “the
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ingredient of the play, and portray the reflection of their traits on both the
theme and the progressive movement of the play.

II. Characters
The sad theme of old age is portrayed via a duet of elderly men,

conversing on a bench in Central Park, New York City, in the autumn of
1982. Nonetheless, their mismatched personalities, basically revealed
through their humorous interchange of dialogue, and through their clashing
approaches to situations as they arise, evoke much comedy. With their
different attitudes, they form an Odd Couple, in the tradition of Neil
Simon’s, The Odd Couple (1965), whose two characters Listengarten finds
to be “reminiscent of a comically contrasting vaudevillian pair” (459). In
this sense, Gardener’s very title, being vaudevillian, indicates that his play is
peopled by types, with the older and younger generations as, respectively,
the major and minor characters, coming into confrontation with each other.

II. i. Major Characters
II. i. 1. Nat
Nat is a vivacious eighty- one- year- old American Jew of East-

European origins (1. p. 236). He represents rebellious spirits who refuse to
take things as they are, and who, consequently, are usually in trouble. His
nonconformity is delivered through his defiance of society’s tendency to
marginalize the elderly, as seen in his rejection of his daughter’s attempts to
send him to a Senior Center (1. p. 240-1), in his attributing interesting jobs
and vocations to himself, and in his behavior, described as Don Quixotic by
Judd Hirsch1, rushing to what he thinks is the rescue of others, even if
forcefully.

These aspects of his type are revealed in subsequent incidents in the
play. An example is seen in the discussion between Midge, the second
major character of the play, and Danforth, Head of the Tenants’ Committee
in the apartment building where Midge works. As Danforth tells Midge that
they are going to dispense with his services as superintendent of the
building, Nat, against all Midge’s pleas otherwise, and in perfect comic
timing, interferes by pretending to be one of the “legal advisors to the
HURTSFOE,” which he explains to stand for “the Human Rights Strike
Force.” He threatens Danforth that if he and he and his Committee do fire
Midge, they will be exposed by HURTSFOE as having acted against the
human rights of an old, black man. He instructs Danforth, who is
overpowered and mesmerized by this torrent of lies, to tell his Committee

1Judd Hirsch acted the role of Nat in 1985. This is how he describes his part in his
introduction to the play in the edition used for this research.
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COMIC CHARACTER PRESENTATION OF SAD AGING
IN HERB GARDNER’S I’M NOT RAPPAPORT

Tara Taher dabbagh
Salahaddin University
College of Languages
Department of English

Abstract
Aging, with its psychological and social consequences, is a universal

concern effectively portrayed in I’m Not Rappaport (1984). In their attempt
to confront this concern, the two elderly heroes of the play develop a
defense mechanism to maintain a spirited sense of belonging to their
surroundings, and to life in general. It is through the portrayal of this
character mechanism that the plot unfolds to involve such themes as illusion
and reality, youth confronting age, as well as the marginalization of the
elderly. Thus structured round its characters, the plot comes second in this
play as the only credible line of action by such dramatis personae, the
understanding of whom is, therefore, key to understanding the play as a
whole.

Via an analysis of the characters, this research studies Herb Gardner’s
humorous presentation of sad aging with its consequent implications.
Executing this analysis, it also sheds light on the effectiveness of comedy in
conveying sadness, and on the fact that human tragedy could, likewise,
evoke comedy.

I. Introduction
Herb Gardner (1934-2003) restricts I’m Not Rappaport (1984) to

naturalism, despite its vaudevillian title, only twice practically incorporated
in the actual presentation. The significance of this title is manifested in the
major theme of the play, namely, the sadness of old age, which, in turn, is
basically conveyed through the characters. It is as a result of the character-
traits, not as a result of any action on their part, as would be the case in more
plot-based plays, that the situations arise and develop to present this theme.
The following sections offer an analysis of the characters, as the core
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hope in him, and soon perhaps the outline of his journey would take form"
(p. 299). In spite of his failing health, Dr. Copeland has not lost the will to
fight for black equality: "The words in his heart grew big and they would
not be silent" (p. 287). While Mick is resigned to a job as a cashier, her
youth and eagerness, explain in her final words "All right! O.K.I! some
good" (p. 354). The reader will suppose that she will find new desires, new
voyages of her own.

Throughout the novel, McCullers introduces the characters and
highlights the significance of John Singer who becomes the core in the life
of the other individuals. Furthermore, she introduces those characters, in the
sense that each of them emphasizes or intensifies the loneliness of human
beings and their desires to interact with others. As they explore possible
relationship, they, by doing so, reflect their need for love and their spiritual
remoteness.

In sum, Carson's grotesque character, John Singer, forms a negative,
unproductive view of the world and human activity in The Heart is a
Lonely Hunter. He reflects a view of peoples' incapability to love one
another.
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a job as a carnival show's carousel mechanic, and, while trying to unite the
factory workers against their bosses, he declares that "everybody is blind,
dumb, and blunt-headed-stupid and mean" (P. 56). He feels lonely in the
unfamiliar town. For this reason, he will spend the night with Singer who
looks very carefully at Jake's lips when he speaks. All the time, Singer is
smiling because he does not catch on to the words at first, and Jake has to
repeat them: "The man shook his head in a way that might have meant either
yes or no. They sat silently for a little while and then Jake got up to leave.
He thanked, Singer several times for the night's lodging, moving his lips
carefully so that he was sure to be understood. The mute only smiled again."
(P. 56)

The last character is Dr. Copeland, an African American. He suffers
tuberculosis of the lungs, reads Spinoza and remains detached from both his
family and his people because of his strong convictions or beliefs. By doing
so, he has tried to guide them into excellence through hard work. Copeland
reflects upon his beliefs, in the sense that he says "I believed in the tongue
instead of the fist. As an armor against oppression I taught patience and
faith in the human soul. I know now how wrong I was. All that is rot. Now
is the time to act and to act quickly. Fight cunning with cunning and might
with might." (p. 91)

Throughout the novel, John Singer serves as a symbol of hope to the
other characters who have visited him. He always meets his guests at the
door with a welcoming smile. They like to visit the deaf-and-dumb mute
because they know that he will understand every word they say to him.
They would tell him some of their plans that they would not tell anybody
else. In turn, John Singer mentions that the visitors who have been coming
to see him "help his mind away from his lonesomeness and like to have
them come." (p. 93) Moreover, Carson asserts in the novel: "One by one
they would come to Singer's room to spend the evening with him. The mute
was always thoughtful and composed. Mick Kelly and Jake Blount and
Doctor Copeland would come and talk in the silent room for they felt that
the mute would always understand whatever they wanted to say to him. And
maybe even more than that." (p. 94)

Singer becomes god-like to those characters and they think he can help
them. All those characters remain isolated, hiding their thoughts except
when alone with him. Singer's death has a great effect on those who have
come to depend on him, for he is their "sort of home-made god," according
to Brannon. In losing Singer, they are losing a careful listener. Yet Carson
McCullers offers a form of optimism in her novel. For example, Blount will
go off to another town in search of new workers to preach to, for "there was
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Singer tried to think... certain things that had happened when he was
young .... Singer recalled that, although he had been deaf since he was an
infant, he had not always been a real mute. He was left an orphan very
young and placed in an institution for the deaf. He had learned to talk with
his hands and to read. Before he was nine years old he could talk with one
hand in the American way... he had learned to follow the movements of
people's lips to understand what they said ... when he was twenty-two he
had come South to this town from Chicago and he met Antonopoulos
immediately. Since that time he had never spoken with his mouth again,
because with his friend there was no need for this. ( p. 11)

Now it is time to shed light on the other characters in the novel to see
how they are related to Singer, not to each other. Singer begins to circulate
around town after work in the jewellery store each day, moves to a room in
Mick Kelly's house, and patronizes the New York cafe where he writes
notes for Biff saying what he wants to eat. Biff Branno runs the New York
cafe with his wife, Alice. They have remained childless with Biff's
impotence separating them. The lack of intimacy and mutual understanding
are described by Carson throughout her words in the novel: "Biff entered the
room at the top of the stairs. It was dark inside ... Biff went into the
bathroom, and after he had bathed his face he decided for a shave. His beard
was black and heavy as though it had grown for three days ... he was sorry
he had talked to Alice. With her silence was better." (P. 15)

Actually, Biff has more obvious disability than others. He is introduced
in his role as an observer of humanity "watching over the wretched souls of
the night, the lost and desperate, offering his Cafe as a rampart against the
absolute solitude of the dark hours" (p.119). After Alice's death , Biff
Branno wants to establish relationships with others, but fears intimacy
preferring to dream of living in ancient Greece .

Section Three, of Part One in the novel, presents another character: Mick
Kelly. She loves music and hides outside the home in the town's wealthy
section to listen to it float out of their windows from radios. She dreams of
becoming a composer till her family's economic desperation urges her to
quit school and work in the local Woolworth's. She feels alone and wants to
be with that mute person hoping that he will understand what is going deep
inside her. Carson asserts that "she waited for Mister Singer to come. Mick
wanted to go to his room. Sometime soon when he did not have company
she would really go in and see Mister Singer, she really would do that." (P.
53)

Section Four, of Part One, emphasises the condition of Jake Blount,
another important character in the novel. He is a newcomer in the town, gets
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room" (P. 319). Singer is really shocked when he heard the news because all
the time "he surrendered himself wholly to thoughts of his friend"(p,322). In
the following passage, Carson depicts Singer's plight when he reaches the
asylum searching for his friend:

At the asylum he sought Antonopoulos first in the sick ward where he
had been confined before. But at the doorway of the room he saw
immediately that his friend was not there. ...He had his question already
written on one of the cards he carried about with him. The person behind the
desk was not the same. ...he was a young man, almost a boy. Singer handed
him the card and stood quietly... Singer read what he had written. He looked
at the note a long time, his eyes cut sideways and his head bowed. For it was
written there that Antonopoulos was dead. (pp.323-4)

He is nonplussed and turns deadly pale and motionless. Nothing in the
novel is as moving as the case of the abandoned deaf-mute totally desperate
and stuck in the alien world. On reaching his room, Singer takes out a pistol
from his pocket and shoots himself:

Singer left his luggage in the middle of the station floor. Then he walked
to the shop. He greeted the jeweller for whom he worked with a listless turn
of his head. When he went out again there was something heavy in his
pocket. ...He returned to his room with swollen eyes and an aching head.
After resting he drank a glass of iced coffee and smoked a cigarette, then
when he had washed the ashtray and the glass he brought out a pistol from
his pocket and put a bullet in his chest. (p. 326)

He commits suicide because of the intolerable inner isolation. For
Singer, Antonopoulos stands for hope, so when his friend dies, Singer loses
his identity; the death of his physical self is mainly anticlimactic. The
grotesqueness in the features of the two friends as well as their grotesque
relationship "highlights the tragic element in the story, Singer's agony of
isolation bears resemblance to everyman's existential aguish in an alien
universe."1

John Singer is not the central character in the novel, in spite of the fact
that he is the central figure in the lives of the other characters. He satisfies
and delights the others as he listens carefully to their dreams and wishes.
He, in this respect, is forced to watch people attentively when they talk
freely with him without fear of being interfered. Singer is a character who is
loved by all of the other main characters in spite of his deformity that
Carson illustrates in the text:

1 David Madden, "Transfixed among the Self- Inflicted Ruins: Carson McCullers' The
Mortgaged Heart," Southern Literary Journal, Vol. 5, fall, 1972, p.137.
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In the town there were two mutes, and they were always together. Early
every morning they would come out from the house where they lived and
walk arm in arm down the street to work. The two friends were very
different. The Greek, Spiros Antonopoulos,... make candies and sweets. The
thin mute, John Singer, nearly always put his hand on his friend's arm and
looked for a second into his face before leaving him...they shared the
upstairs of a small house near the business section of the town. There were
two rooms. On the oil stove in the kitchen Antonopoulos cooked all of their
meals. There were...sofa for Antonopoulos. The bedroom was furnished
mainly with a large double bed covered with an eiderdown comforter for the
big Greek and a narrow iron cot for Singer.(THL,1-5)

Actually, Singer cares only about Antonopoulos who lived with him for
ten years and never shows any sign of understanding him anymore. The two
friends walk silently together, hand in hand: "In the late afternoon they
walked arm in arm down the street for the last time together....Each evening
the mute walked alone for house in the street.... The two mutes had no other
friends, and except when they worked they were alone together. Each day
was very much like any other day, because they were alone so much that
nothing ever disturbed them." (pp.10-2)

They have lived so much alone that Singer has no one to help him in his
sadness. After the withdrawal of his friends, Antonopoulos, Singer feels
awfully lonely and his is desolation emphasized. Nothing looks real to him
except the ten years with his friend: Antonopoulos. Disturbed and nervous,
Singer spends sleepless nights, thinking only of his friend. He asserts "the
want for Antonopoulos was always with him --just as it had been the first
months after his friend had gone and it was better to be with any person than
to be too long alone." (p. 22) In the concealed agonies of the deaf-mute, the
author presents "an almost terrifying sense of the tragic aloneness of man."1

It is worth mentioning that the theme of the novel could be universal and
more vital because it deals with the individual dilemma of loneliness along
with the spiritual isolation of human beings.

The news of the death of his friend comes to John Singer like a bolt out
of the blue because he "has planned to have a full week with his friend this
visit"(p. 319). Carson incarnates Singer's preparation in a very vivid
passage: "His clothes had been sent to the cleaner's, his hat blocked,... the
gifts he would carry were wrapped in colour tissue paper --and in addition
there was a deluxe basket of fruits done up in cellophane and a crate of late-
shipped strawberries. On the morning before his departed Singer cleaned his

1 Oliver Evan," The Case of Carson McCullers" Critical Essay on Carson McCullers. Ed.
Beverly L. Clark and Melvin J. Freidman (New York: Hall, 1996), p.123.
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developed side-by-side with each other, to the degree that the readers would
have difficulty picking one that is more important than the others.

The novel gives us a day in the lives of five noticeable characters: John
Singer, Mick, Brannon Blount, and Dr. Copeland. Their lives are framed
with dissatisfaction and discouragement. The intense privacy of their inner
lives offers us the idea that they are isolated and lonely beings. Their
disappointments are the product of their passionate attempts to follow their
inclinations or convictions. Thus, those characters are surrounded by a zone
of aloneness.

The centre or focal point of the story consists of a deaf-mute and a
lunatic who is also a dummy. As a matter of fact, all the rest of the
characters revolve around John Singer's outlandish character who is the very
embodiment of isolation. John Singer, as a grotesque character, is physically
a disabled man, which indicates that he was born disabled due to an accident
or a disease. In this sense, this feature implies that one is inadequate.
Generally speaking, a disability often prevents people from doing what they
want and may cause them to experience rejection and sometimes hostility or
enmity from those around them.1 But for John Singer, the case is totally
different. He never felt hostility from others, but on the contrary, he was
encircled or besieged by all characters in the novel to the degree that they
idolize him.

Those five characters live in a small Southern mill town where "the
cotton mills were big and flourishing and most of the workers in the town
were very poor...with a desperate look of hunger and loneliness."2 Each
character is introduced in a separate chapter, which, as the writer's outline
implies, presents the salient or prominent points of each character. In the
first chapter of the novel, McCullers presents John Singer's connection with
Antonopoulos to highlight the novel's principal theme. The loneliness of the
two deaf-mutes: John Singer and Antonopoulos, in a town full of good men
is far beyond the power of words to describe. Indeed, they remain in the
heart of loneliness, each leading a secluded life in the deep South. The first
chapter establishes the world that Singer lives in; a world where he and his
friend Antonopoulos live together, walk to and from work together, and
spend their evenings quietly playing chess. The domestic life of Singer and
Antonopoulos is described in the following passage:

1 Louise Westling Sacred Groves and Ravaged Gardens: The Fiction of Eudora Welty,
Carson McCullers and Flannery O' Connor. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1985),
PXI, 217.
2 Carson McCullers, The Heart is a Lonely Hunter (New York: A Mariner Book, 2000), p.
35.
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the true indication or symbol of the modernist genre.1 In doing so, Carson
focuses her attention on the individual who somehow rejects or refuses love,
thereby becoming alienated from meaningful loving relationships mainly
those that are found within the family.

I .iii The Heart is a Lonely Hunter
As a novelist of grotesque, Carson's characters mirror man's essential

tensions to the degree that they present the core of action that we see played
out for us in the folk story, legend and fairytale. Moreover, she forces on the
psychological conflicts in her books, such as, Reflections in a Golden Eye,
Clock Without Hands, and The Heart is a Lonely Hunter. These conflicts
are related to contemporary life in American. Indeed, she is well endowed
with the ability to "fuse the demands of verisimilitude and romance, in
convincingly contemporary terms."2 McCullers asserts that "I become the
characters I write about and I bless the Latin poet Terence who said 'nothing
human is alien to me.'"3 That was the aesthetic dogma or credo of Carson,
and was her program for a limited yet surprising intense art of fiction.

It is obvious that, in all her works, Carson uses grotesque characters to
reflect circumstances in her own life, growing out of a feeling of
inescapable solitariness. The theme of isolation controls, or prevails in her
work because she is captivated by the concept of the loneliness of
individuals in a world full of individuals. The author's characters tend to
lose their purpose and individuality. If they remain in the society, they aim
at shutting themselves away from the citizens, but more often they abandon
the society only to be cursed or plagued by memories and feelings of self-
reproach. Moreover they have no roots and no friends to sustain them. In
this sense, those reformed characters reveal this idea.

Carson, in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, takes her first step into the
domain of the grotesque in the sense that she portrays characters who are
estranged and alienated souls who function as the symbol of the inner
isolation of modern man.

The Heart is a Lonely Hunter is not constructed like a traditional novel.
For this simple reason, it needs a more systematic method to follow the
ways in which the actions in the main characters' lives influence each others.
Thus, by tradition norms, it seems to be chaotic or disorganized and even
undisciplined. The story covers the life of the five main characters that are

1 Geoffrey Galt Harpham, p. 55.
2 Oliver Evans, The Balled of Carson McCullers: A Biography (New York: New
Directions, 1966), p. 25.
3 Harold Bloom, Novelists and Novel (New York: Chelsea House Publisher, 2005), p. 933.
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comic and terrifying and its people as estranged as alienated."1 It came
handy in describing the plight of man which was at once ridiculous and
frightening. In addition to that, it had been defined as brilliant, weird and
fanciful as also physically abnormal. Thus, the word grotesque "indicated
disharmony, whether conflict, clash, or conflation of disparate."2

Joyce Carol Oates posited or postulated that the grotesque always
possessed a blunt physicality in relation with the estranged world.3

Moreover, James Goodwin, in Modern American Grotesque and
Photography revealed that "humans who feel separated from others inhabit
this world and seem unable to normalize themselves in ways acceptable to
the public in general. They are, in essence, the misfits of society."4

McCullers is, by no means, a prisoner of the grotesque. To her, the
grotesque provides the most suitable media in which to depict an isolated
and tragic world consisting of characters who demonstrate or display
physical as well as psychological grotesqueness. It is true that she presents
physically freakish characters in her novels, plays, and short stories. To
intensify the sense of alienation, Carson associates or relates lonely
characters with the same kind of psychic or physical deformities as a
technique in her literary works. In this respect, her characters partake a
special oddity in their capacity or ability to love and in their obsession with
loneliness.

Virginia Carr argues that "throughout the authors canon, freakishness is
a symbol of a character's sense of alienation, of his being trapped within a
single identity without the possibility of a meaningful connection with
anyone else."5 Carr, in this sense, claims that the grotesque embraces themes
of loneliness, lack of human communication, alienation and the failure of
love.

Carson used the grotesque to illustrate the increasingly uncommon
consequences of the attack of modernity on traditional Southern culture.
Grotesque has been applied so commonly by so many contemporary critics
to so many different literary events that it becomes difficult to use the term
with any high degree of clearness. For other critics, grotesque becomes as

1 Kayser, p.196.
2 Ibid., p.1990.
3 Lynda G.Adamson, Thematic Guide to The American Novel (London: Greenwood
Press,2002), p. 98.
4 James Goodwin, Modern American Grotesque: Literature and photography ( Columbus
: Ohio State University Press, 2009), p.53.
5 Virginia Spencer Carr, Understanding CarsonMcCullers (Columbia: University of South
Carolina Press, 1990), p. 35.
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I.2 A Glance at the World of Grotesque
The idea of grotesque has run throughout American literature and mainly

in twentieth-Century literature. Thus, it is connected or related with
Southern writers. Writers of the Southern grotesque for example, Eudora
Welty, William Faulkner , Carson McCullers , Truman Capote and Flannery
O' Connor conjure or evoke up the strange world of freakish outsiders
placed in lovelorn barren landscapes with the theme of bloody violence. In
this respect, grotesque refers to the work that portrays characters who have
an exaggerated trait or feature, which is used to symbolize their entire
personality. McCullers once explained that "love and specially love of a
person who is incapable of returning or receiving it, is at the heart of my
selection of grotesque figures to write about -- people whose physical
incapacity is a symbol of their spiritual incapacity to love or receive love --
their spiritual isolation."1

The Southern grotesque associated or aligned itself with a gloomy vision
of modernity, according to which the soul of man is both loveless and
aimless or pointless. It is argued, that the worlds of grotesque of Southern
literature allegorized the human condition itself as existential isolation and
angst. Though much critical consideration had been paid to the use of
grotesque characters in the novels of other Southern authors, the symbolic
implication of the grotesque characters in McCullers' fiction had been
analysed as it is the case of John Singer in The Heart is a Lonely Hunter.

As a matter of fact, the word grotesque emerged as an expressive term of
the fabulous murals in which human and animal motifs were fused or
integrated with foliage and floral beautification or ornament. Actually, they
were found in the vaults of Roman buildings excavated about 1500.
Moreover, the word grotesque came from the Italian "grottesca" and "grotta"
(grotto) which, in turn, were derived from the Greek word "Krypte"
meaning vault2. In the sixteenth Century, the word grotesque had been
introduced to literature which originally took place in France. In this sense,
the expansion of this new word to literature had been defined in 1755 as
"distorted of figure; unnatural; wildly formed."3 In keyser's view, one of the
important features of the grotesque was "the delineation of the familiar
world as seen from a perspective which suddenly renders it as strange,

1 Evans, p. 81.
2 Wolfgang Kayser, The Grotesque in Art and Literature ( Columbus : McGraw-Hill Book
Company Inc, 1966), p.186.
3 Geoffrey Galt Harpham, On The Grotesque: Strategies of Contradiction in Art and
Literature (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982), p. 35.
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At age seventeen, McCullers was sent to New York to study at the
Juilliard School. In 1936, she met Jim McCullers, an army corporal who
was also interested in writing. In the following summer, they were married.
During her place in North Carolina, Carson dedicated or allocated all of her
time to writing, and in a few months, she developed an outline and the first
chapter of the novel which she called The Mate. In the following year, when
she was twenty-three years old, The Mate was changed to be The Heart is a
Lonely Hunter. Richard Wright commented on her talent as the following:
"The most impressive aspect of [her work] is the astonishing humanity that
enables a white writer, for the first time in Southern fiction, to handle Negro
characters with as much ease and justice as those of her own race.... She
embraces white and black humanity in one sweep of apprehension and
tenderness."1

At the age of thirty, Carson suffered a minor stroke that left her vision
temporarily impaired, and strokes in August and November of 1947 left her
blind, unable to speak ,and permanently paralyzed on her left side. During
her stay at New York, she suffered a recurrence of a childhood ailment or
illness that was to exercise so powerful and poignant an influence on her
life. Unfortunately, Carson had operations for numerous problems: the
muscles of her left hand atrophied, her lip was fractured and had to be set
twice, and she had mastectomy after being diagnosed with breast cancer.2

She died in 1964 at the age of fifty in Nyack, New York.
Concerning her literary works, she published a succession of books that

made their mark on American literature: Reflections in a Golden Eye
(1941); The Ballad of the Sad Cafe, a novella, (1943); and The Member of
the Wedding (1946). At the time of her sudden fame, the critical response
was chilly with the publication of Reflections in a Golden Eye, a story of
murder, infidelity, and perversion at an army base in the South. With the
publication of the Heart is a Lonely Hunter, Carson's reputation grew in the
world of American literature. She, indeed, introduced or presented themes
that remained with McCullers throughout her lifetime such as spiritual
isolation, and her notion of the grotesque in which she used to define
characters who found themselves isolated or estranged from society because
of one outstanding feature, physical or mutual. From this point on, the life
story of the author becomes the history of declining talent and health. The
promise which in the 1940's was on everybody's lips was never fulfilled.

1 Beverly Lyon Clark and Melvin j , Friedman. Critical Essays on Carson McCullers (
New York: Hall, 1996), p. 152.
2 Virginia Spencer Carr. The Lonely Hunter : A Biography of CarsonMcCullers ( Garden
City, NX: Doubleday,1975), p. 9.
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The Significance of John Singer
As a Grotesque Character in the Heart is a Lonely Hunter

DR. LECTURER SHIREEN SADDALLA RASHID
UNIVERSITY OF SALAHADDIN
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH

I.i A Biographical Note
Lula Carson Smith was born on February 19, 1917 in Columbus,

Georgia, McCullers was the daughter of Lamar Smith a jewellery store
Owner, and Vere Marguerite Waters of French Huguenot and Irish ancestry.
In fact, her family had deep roots in the south, in the sense that her great-
grandfather Major John Carson owned a two thousand acre plantation with
seventy-five slaves before the North army burned and demolished the
plantation and librated the slaves during the Civil War.

From an early age, Lula was recognized as an odd, lonely girl of
uncommon talents and her parents tried to be sensitive to her needs. Yet, she
was expected to achieve great fame. At five, she revealed a passion for
Music. Thus, she, willingly, started to have formal Piano lessons which led
her to prefer the more solitary study of the piano. At age fifteen, Carson
started to question whether she had the stamina or strength to be a concert
pianist. For that simple reason, she turned her attention to writing, mainly
plays and stories. She recalled:"[in childhood] my main interest had been
music and my ambition was to be a concert pianist. My first effort at writing
was a play. At that phase my idol was Eugene O'Neill and this first
masterpiece was thick with incest, lunacy, and murder. The first scene was
laid in a graveyard and the last was a catafalque."1 In this respect, she was
forced to give up her dream of a career as a concert pianist after rheumatic
fever left her without power or stamina.

1Oliver Evans. Carson McCullers: Her Life and Work ( London: Peter Owen, 1965) , p.
85.
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